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NEWARK STATE COLLEGE
CALENDAR

A WELCOME

Xewark State College extend~ a cordial welcome to its thirty-seventh summer
session students. Th e college is located in the metropolitan area, and so offers
great opportunity for eclu ca tio11al , cultural ancl rerrea tional activities r Pal izable
only in the Pnvirons of NPw York Cit~•-

INTERSESSION-SUMMER SESSION 1972

Saturday, ~Ia.:v 6 .......... Mail registration <leadli11 e( intersession-su1111ner iwssio11 )
Saturday, May 20 ........ . CLEP Exam (additional exa ms to be g i\·en
on the third Saturday of .June, ,July ancl
August)
Tuesday, May 30 . ... . .. ... Intersession dasses beg in
,n
'
cl ay, J une 91
vv ennes
~
..... . Last da,, for filing notice of intention to

An Introduction

X ewark State Coll ege, fo unded in 1855, is a publicly-financed co-educational
college of libera l and profPss io,wl stuclies. The college confers the degrees of
ba chelor of arts and 111aster of arts. Iu 1972 it is serving the eclucational
needs of 111or e tha11 12,300 undergracluate anrl gra.rluate students in both thP,
resident eollege ancl thP Fielrl Sen·ices Division.

graduat~ in August ( master clegreP ca ndidates only)
Thursday, June 22 .. .. . ... Intersession c-lasses end
::VIonclay, June 26 ..... . .. . Su111111 er session begins
Sa tu relay, July 1 .... . ... . . Deadline for filing for Graduate Comprehensive Examination (exam: Tuesday, July
11, 2 :00-5 :00 p.111.
Tuesday, July 4 ...... .... lmlepenclence Day
Thursday, July 6 ......... Book and Educational Materials Exhibit,
Union Gym Building, 9 :00 a.m.-12 :30 p .rn.
Wednesday, July 19 ....... Book and Educational ~faterials Exhibit,
Boonton Township Campus, 8 :30 a.m.-12 :30
p.m.
Friday, Jul y 14 ........... First half of three-week courses end.
of Neptune sess ion.

End

l 'r Ps ir/1' ·1tl

Nathan 1Veis::;

Monday, July 17 .......... Last half of three-week courses begin:
Union and Boonton Township Campus
Thursday, August 3 . . .. ... / Examinations and encl of ~um mer session:
Friday, August 4 ...... . .. fl'nion and Boonton Township Campus

Comprehensive Exams for Master's Degree Candidates will be admini stered on:
Second Tuesday in July
Second Saturday in November
Third Saturclay in F ebruary

Location

The college lies at the crossroads of New Jersey, with the Garden State
Parkway, the New Jersey Turnpike, Routes 1-9, and Route 22, just a few minutes away. The college's 120-acre wooded campus lies along the south side of
Morri s A venue, Route 82, in Union on the Elizabeth city line. Entra nces to the
campus are from Morris a ncl Korth Avenues. The Elizabeth stations of both
the New Jersey Central and Penn Central Railroads are nearby. Buses from
Elizabeth, Union center, Hillside, Irvington center, Springfield, and Summit
stop at tbe main entrance. Buses from New York and Newark stop nearby. The
campus is twenty minutes from the Newark Airport.
Academic Program

Applications must be submitted at least three weeks
prior to testing.

Students may choose a 111ajor i11 liberal arts or sciences, teaching, or an
applied discipline ~uch as ~ocial welfare. Courses are offered in areas sueh as
English; mathematics; the physical, biolog ical and earth sciences; thP ~ocial
sciences : hi story, economics, geogra phy, political science; psychology ; philoso-

fi
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phy; fine arts; industrial sludi es; foreig·n langungl's ; library scien ce ; ph ys ica l
education; umsic ; spec ial educa tion; and early ehilclhood, t•lt>111entm·~· and
secondary educat ion. An extensin• graduate progra111 , des<-ribed on pag't• 14
is also offered.

Charles J . L ongac re, Dir ec t o r,
])irision of Field Serri('('s

HISTORY OF THE CAMPUS
American history has been made on. and a.round the present campus.
In 1664 the English settled Elizabeth Town, named by Philip Carteret, first
English colonial governor of New Jersey, for the wife of his cousin, Sir George
Carteret. Little more than one hundred years later Revolutionary War battles
were being fought in the area. There were major engagements in Connecticut
Farms (now Union) and in Springfield. Across Morris Avenue from the campus
was Liberty Hall, marked by the Hessians for destruction since it was the home
of William Livingston, New Jersey's first governor. The house was saved by
Susanna Livingston, the governor's daughter, and was later to shelter such
famous Americans as George Washington and Alexander Hamilton. In this
house Sarah Livingston was married to John Jay, first Chief Justice of the
United States Supreme Court.
The present members of the Kean family are descended from Governor
Livingston and still own Liberty Hall, also known as Ursino. It was from the
Kean family in 1954 that the college acquired its present campus, then one of
the last working farms in the area. Theodore Roosevelt and his Rough Riders
camped in its fields before embarking for Cuba.
Earlier this century the late Sena.tor Hamilton Fish Kean built on the farm
replicas of Norman English buildings that have become landmarks. One of the
buildings housed the senator's extensive private library and living quarters and
became famous as a meeting place for politicians and statesmen. It and the
other buildings have since been refurbished by the college and are used for
various educational and cultural purposes.
CAMPUS BUILDINGS

Accreditation

Newark State College is accredited b}'. the l\liddl~ States Asso~iat(on o(
Colleges and Secondary Schools, the Nat10nal Council for Accred1_tat10n of
Teacher Education and the New Jersey State Department of Educ::i,t10n. 1t 1s
a member of the Association for Field Services in Teacher Education, Association of State Colleges and Universities, Association of Univer~ity Eve_ning
Colleges, American Association of qolleges for_ T_eacher Educa~1?n, N at10tal
Association of Summer Sessions, N at10nal Comn11ss1on on Accred1tmg, the New
Jersey Association of Colleges and Universities, ~nd the A1;11e!ican Cou_ncil _on
Education, and is a corporate member of the American Association of Umvers1ty
Women.
The College Seal

The college seal symbolizes Newark State's past, present, and future. The torch
of learning and the
-----is a Latinization of
open book refer to
"Never Cease To
the college's educaLearn," the la ttcr
tional function. The
l==a==,;:::::::;;;;;;,
half of the college's
rn o t to .
The oak
open book also apleaves and the Kean
pears in the seal of
Library lower refer
the Newark Board of
to the present camEducation, which
pus. The silhouette
founded the college
of N cw Jersey reprem 1855. "Semper
sents the college's
Discens" means "Alservice to the state.
ways Learning" and
8

About two-thirds of the college's 120 acres now is developed, by buildings and
landscaping, pla ying field s for Yarious sports, nn<l parking facilities for 2,992
can;. Of lhesr, 2,469 arc fo r studrnt cars.
Newark State College is experiencing transition and growth. This will l'equil'c
extensive site development, renorntions, and expansion of existing physical
facilities. 1Vork has heen initiated on capital impl'OYelllent proj ects valued in
excess of $22 million. The new buildings will include Science, Academic and
Administrative Senices Buildings, and four resid ential halls providing accommodations for 1,000 students.
Renovation proj ects to upgrade the quality of space in Bruce and Townsend
Hall nncl to illlproYe utilization of Willis Hall haYe also been started.
Campus projects proYicling for the reorientation of roads and walks to convert
the center of the campus to a pedestrian precinct and establish a peripheral road
and improved parking have been begun. These projects will require a n expansion
of the utility distribution systems and improYed campus lighting.
R egardless of all attempts to minimize the effects of a building program of
this magnitude, so me inconveniences will undoubtedly r esult. W e ask our students
and faculty to bear with us and understand our difficulty.
The college now has the following buildings :
The Kean Librai·y-One of the original Kean estate buildings and a faithful
replica of Norman architecture, panelled with oak from Sherwood Forest,
Nottinghamshire, the traditional retreat of Robin Hood. Built by Senator
Hamilton Fish Kean, it housed the Senator's extensive private library and
became a meeting place for politicians and statesmen.
Townsend Hall-Office of the President and administrative services. The
original building has been extended by two wings; B111ce Hall, containing classrooms and science laboratories, and the Industri al Studies wing.
Co llege Center-Little Theatre, snack bar, lounges, Student Activities offices
and meeting rooms. Alumni Lounge.
9

GENERAL INFORMATION
The College makes every effort to maintain the schedule of courses as
?nnounced in th_e catalogue for the 1972 Summer Session. However, the right
is reserved to withdraw courses, change instructors, or change the schedule of
classes at any time without previous announcement .

. All students should be careful not to enroll in courses which they have previously taken. The final responsibility for duplication of courses rests with the
student.
CLASSIFICATION OF SUMMER SESSION STUDENTS

l' roposed Sc ienc{' Buildiny

P/1 0 / 0 /J_I/ 'f'l, e Eggers l'l/rtnPrsliip ..·lrl'i1il rl'ls

Student .:l ctirities B11ilrliug-Book Sto re, Health Services, lounges and offices.
D 'Angola 0,111111wsi11111-Gy111nasim11s, s11·i111111ing pool, dance studio. Xa111e<l
in 1ue111ory of Josep h A. !)'Angola head of thP Health and Ph~rsical Education
Depart111ent and Dea n of :\[en, 1935-1956, and for :\!rs. Anita B. !)'Angola, head
of iV 0111en's Ph~·sical Education, 1916-1 956.
Campus School-Cluster of five buildings of classr oo111s and offices, housing
the Depart111 ent of Special l<~d11 e,1t ion and Institute of Child Stml~·, 1111(1 business
offices.
Th eatre /01· thP P er/or111in!J . lrts- 1000 seat sl'111i-circular au<litoriu111, pradicP
roo111s, r eception hall.
Nancy Thompson Library-700 sea ting stations fro111 conference 1·00111s to
individual a nd r esearch study carrels, Curriculu111 ::\Iateri als R oo 111 , Audio Yisual
Services, extensi,·e book collections, periodicals, 111icrofilrn. A Dial Access Infor111ation R etrieval Syste111, with stored audio and/or Yideo tapes is avai lable \\'ithin
the librury and in some classroo111s. Na111ed for ::\Iiss Nancy Tho111pso n, the chief
librarian from 1914-1957.
W illis H all-~a111e d fo r Dr. iYilli a111 Spa<ler iYilli s, chi ef acl111inistrator fro111
1897-1928. Conta ins classroo111s and departmental offices.
D01rns Ha/1- Xamed for Dr. ::\Iartha Doll'ns, Cha innan of the ::\Ia theniatics
Departm ent fro111 1921-19:'j,'), Co ntain s stuclent ancl fnc ulty rlining r ooms, lounges
and meeting rooms.
1Vhitcmcm Ha/1- Hes i(knce for ll'0111 en. Xa111ed for Haniet E. i\"hitenian,
Dean Emeritus. Includ es infirnrnry and apart111cnts for resident ach ·isors.
Dougall Ha/Z-Residenc·e fo r men . Xa111ed for .John B. Douga ll , President
of the College from 194-!- l !)50.
L enore V cuigh n-Ecm1es Builcling-iYorkshop nnd exhibit space for the fine
nnrl thea tr e arts, studios and classroo111s. X a111ecl for an alumna al1(1 111 e111her
of the faculty fro111 1922-1960.
Maintenance-1f'r1relwuse- Thc ::\Iaintenan cc-1\" arehouse Building has recent!~·
been co mpleted as an add iti on to the Central Heating Plant. Th e building contains security and facility ,JfficPs, shops, \\'arehouse and the central hea ting plant.
The Power House strnct m e has aesthetic as \\'ell as f unctional \'alues. The maze
of pipes, boilers and other equip111ent is painted in a striking color schc111 e and
is exposed to publi c vie\\' Yia g-lnss exterior 11·:t!ls.
10

~tudents may be admitted_ to _ent~r: (1) in a degree program; (2) to earn
credits for transfer to ot~er _m_stitutions; ( 3) to complete certification requireme?ts; and ( 4) to attend_ md1v1dual courses for which they are qualified and in
which they have a profess10nal or personal interest. The actual requirements will
vary according to the previous education of the student.
Graduate and undergraduate students enrolled in the Summer Session of
Newark State College are classified as follows:
l. Matr_iculated students are those w?o have completed all the college entrance
re_qurreme~ts and are fully matriculated for a degree in the Division of
Fiel~ Services. ( The term used for full acceptance in a program of studies
leadmg to a bachelor's or master's degree is matriculation.)
2. Special students are those who are not candidates for a degree in the
Division of Field Services.
NOTE: Enrollment in classes offered by the Division of Field Services does not
mean that a student is matriculated for a degree. The student's record will be
marked "Special Student" until such time as all matriculation requirements
have been met.
S_tudents who apply for an undergraduate degree will be governed by degree
requrrements and programs current at the tinie of matriculation. All courses offe_red for trapsfer credit will be evaluated according to college policy. The student
Will be ~equrr_ed to compl~te degr~e requirements within 10 years from the date
of matr1culat10n. Extens10n of time may be considered by a review committee
upon written request by the student.
In order to maintain his matriculated status, a student must register for
courses each semester or write his advisor to request a leave of absence. If such
a leav~
absence extends five years or longer, the student will have to apply for
readmiss10n.

o!

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CREDIT HOURS PERMITfED EACH STUDENT

_No graduate or undergradu~te st~dent, ~atriculated or non-matriculated, may
re~1ster _for a P:Ogram exceedul:g nine points for the six-week session, or four
poi·nt~ Jor th e •1,ntersession. Five class hours per day is the maximum load
permitted any student during the summer session.
FINAL MARKS

The final marks which may be received for a course are as follows:
A-Excellent
F - Failme; P-Pass
B-Go?d
Inc.-Incomplete
C-Farr
WP-Withdrawn, Passing
D-Poor
WF-Withdrawn, Failure
CG-Credit Granted
A grade_ of "incomplete" means that the student's mark is withheld pending
the completion of some required work which was missed for an acceptable reason.
11

All responsibility regarding the incomplete work rests with the student,
He will be notified of a date after which, if the work remains incomplete, a
final grade of "F" will be recorded without further notice,
DAILY SCHEDULE OF CLASSES-UNION CAMPUS
Int ersession ( llfonclay th rough T/111 rsda,11)
First Period ..... ... .. .. ...... . .. .. ..... 5 :00- 7 :30 p.m.
Second Periof1 . ..... . . .... .... ........... 7 :40-10 :10 p.rn .
Summer Day School (Monday through Friday)
First Period . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 :00 a.m.
Second Period . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 :30 a.m.
Third Period ..... .............. . 11 :00 a.m.
Fourth Period .. . .. ..... .... .. .. . 12 :30 p.m.

The percentage of refund is uased upon the total obligation.
A reduct\on i11 a stud en t's program in the Division of Field Services is equivalent to a withdrawal. Thi s policy applies to such reductions.
Tuition is refun<led in fu ll if classes arc discontinued by the authorities at
the college.
IN COMPUTING REFUNDS, THE DATE OF WITHDRAWAL IS THE
DATE ON WHICH THE COLL~GE RECEIVES A WRITTEN NOTICE
FROM 'l.'HE STUDENT.

to 9 :20 a.m.
to 10 :50 a.m.
to 12 :20 p.m.
to 1 :50 p.m.

WITHDRAWAL FROM A COURSE

A student who withdraws from a course must give written notice of
w -ithclraical to the Of!ice of Records, Division of Fields Sen:fres, beforr
the la st thircl of his coursl'.
·

Summer E vening School (Monday, Tuesday and Thursday)
First Period . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 :45 p.m. to 7 :50 p.m.
Second Period . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 :00 p.m. to 10 :05 p.m.

Students who neglect to follow this procedure will receive a failing
mark fot· the course or courses which they cease to attend.

OFFICE OF THE SUMMER SESSION-UNION CAMPUS
The Undergrad uate Office of the Summer Session is located in Room T-110,
Townsend Hall, and is open from 8 :00 a.m. to 4 :00 p .m., Wednesday and Friday,
and from 8 :00 a.m. to 8 :30 p.rn., J\Ionday, Tuesday and Thursday. The telephone
number is (201) 527-2030.
The Graduate Office of the Summer Session, Room T-206, Townsend Hall, is
open from 8 :30 a.m . to 4 :30 p.m ., Monday through Friday. The telephone
number is (201 ) 527-2018.

TRANSCRIPT OF RECORDS
l "pon written r eq uest, a ('ertified transcript of a stud ent's r ecord will be issued
for a charge of i'l.00. Th(' f'te nmst acco111pany the 1eritten application and be
add r essed to: Office of R ec:o rds, Di,·ision of F ield Sen-ices, X ewark Rtate College,
Unio n, X. J. 07083. A fo rn1 is arnilahlc on inside of bac k cover.

FEES
Student fees, as determined by the State Board of Higher Education, are as
follows:

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE IS A TESTING CENTER
FOR
COLLEGE LEVEL EXAMINATION PROGRAM

Tuition ( per semester hour of credit)
Undergraduate courses .... .... ..... . . ... ... ... .. . .. . ............ $20.00
Graduate Courses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25.00

As of Oct ober 1, 1971, X e\\'ark State College was auth orized by ETS
to ,Hln1ini ster its CLEP genera l exa111inntions and subj ect exa111in at ions.
Tests will he• gin•n on thP third Satul'fla~· of each month.
Th e College Len! Exan1ina tion Prognrn1 \\'as des igned by the Educatio nal Test ing Sen irP to test and r ecognize the knowledge ga ined by
individ uals \\·ithout heneiit of forn 1al erlucation. ~Iany colleges and uni versities are granting cred it for successful c01 11pletio n of th ese exam inations.
X e\\'a rk Stak College wi ll accept up to 30 credits for the general
exa111 in ation ll'hen a score in the t\\'ent:v-fifth percentile or better is earned.
Up to 16 r r edits can he acceptefl fron1 thr suhje<-t exa n1inations with a score
in the 50th p r1·centile.
Inforn1ation bu lletins a11cl registr ation for111s are available in T-110,
Townsend Hall, Xe\\·ark State Coll ege, Morri s Avenue, Union, ~ew J er sey
07083 .

Registration Fee
To be paid each time a student registers-non-refundable . . . . . . . . . . . .

2.00

Late Registration and Change of Program Fees (non-refundable)
An addition al fee charged all stud ents who fai l to register before the
specified late registration date and also when a student changes a course . .... 5.00
Students wishing to change their programs should fill out the form entitled,
"Application for Change of Program" available only during r egistration.
No change in program may he made after late registration.
All Fees are Payable at the Time of Registration
Checks, drafts and money orders are to be drawn to the order of NEWARK
STATE COLLEGE .

REFUNDS
In accordance with a decision of the State Board of Higher Education, the
following schedule of refunds h as been effective in all New Jersey State Colleges
since September, 1962:
Per Cent R efunded
Tuition
Periods of Withdrawal
100 %
Withdrawal before the first day of class .. ... ........ .
60 %
Withdrawal during first third of session ... ....... . .... 30%
Withdrawal between first third and first h alf of session .. .
none
Withdrawal during last half of session .. . ............ .
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UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS
Evening Degree Prog1·am

This progr am is des igned to ena ble qualified graduates fro111 accredi ted
secondary schools m· qua li fied tran sfer stud ents fron1 other colleges to co111plete
th eir study for the ba ccnlaureate <legree, h~, attending evening classes. At
present, programs are offer ed in thr fo llo\\' ing areas:
Early Childhoo<l Eduration
Educa tion for th e Mentally R etanle<l
13

General Elementary Education
Industrial Educati~n
Liberal Arts
1. Fine Arts_
2. History
3. Psychology
Library Science
. .
_
Speech Defective an,l Hard of Hearin~
Social Welfare
CERTIFICATION
The Divi sion of Field Services offers rourses inr·luding student tenching fo r
certification in the followi11g lllajor areas:
Nursery Education
'' Elementary Education
Subject Certificate: (Kin<lerg·arten-Grade 12)
•E nglish
'' Fine Arts
"Foreign Language
*Industrial Education
Library Science ( certification for teacher-librarian only)
''Mathematic~
*Music
'' Science
*Social Studies
*Special Education

Graduate Programs- Master's Degree

Programs leading to thr Master's Deg-rer are aniilable in the following nreas:
Administration and Sup ervision
Audiology and Communication Sciences
Ear!v Childhood Education
1-<~rlucation and the Behavioral Sciences
Education and Contemporary
Ci\·ilization
Education and the Hulllanities
1-<~rlucational P sychology ( Open only
to persons admitted to th e School
P sychology Progra Ill)
Elell!entary Educa tion-Advanced
Specia liza tion

Fine Artti Education
:\Iathelllatics Education
R ea ding Specialization
Secondary Education
Speech Pathology
Student Personnel Services (including
School Social Work)
Teaching the E111otionally Disturhed
and Socially l\Ialadjusted
Tearhing the Mentally Retarded

Graduate Programs-Other

In add ition to the aho\ e programs the fo llo\\'ing are available:
Learning Di sabilities-A certifi cation program open only to the individual
already holding a 1'faster's Degree.
P lanned Programs of Non-Degree--Programs planned for individuals not
admitted to degree programs, individuals holding l\fasters' Degrees and seeking
particular types of certification, and/or individuals desiring to continue work
beyond the Master's.
School Psychology-A tiO se111ester-hour program leading to the Professional
Diploma and certification as a School P sychologist.

• These are approved programs administered by the college. Students
holding bachelors' degrees and NOT in the categories listed below apply to :
CERTIFICATION, Divis ion of Fi eld Services, Room T-114 Townsenrl H all.
Telephone number : (201) 527-2240.

Graduate Catalog

Students in the f ollowiiig ca tegories should consult their respective county
superintendents of schools for official evaluation of their college cred its:
1. Those who have completed a state-a pproved teacher education program
in another state.
2. Those with at least one year of successful teaching experience under an
appropriate certificate in a nother state.
3. Those being offered employment in a X ew J ersey public school upon
request from a superintendent of schools.

The ca talog of the Division of Graduate Studies is published each J anuary
and provides detailed information on the regulations of the Division; course and
program descriptions; inforniation on policies regarding admissions, sta ndards,
course load, etc.; and other infom1ation of pa r ticular concern to the graduate
student. The responsibility for meeting degree requirements must be assumed
by the student, and each stud ent is, therefore, advised to secure a catalog and
refer to it when seeking clarification on graduate matters. Copies of the catalog
are available on request through the Graduate Office.

PARAPROFESSIONAL TRAINING FOR NURSERY SCHOOLS
DAY CARE CENTERS

Course Listings

DIVISION OF GRADUATE STUDIES
The Divi sion of Graduate Studies enjoys a special relationship with the
Di,·ision of Field Serviees which provides administrative coordination for
graduate programs, scheduling, and recor~ls. The _schedules of graduate _courses
in the fall and spring semester, June mter sess10n, and summer sess10n are
published in the bulletins of Field Services and are available on request through
that Division or the Graduate Office.

With this bulletin a new lllethod of listing both graduate and undergraduate
courses is being introduced. New numbers with departmental abbreviations have
been assigned to all courses as fo llo\\'s :
C.S.-Comll!unication Sciences
Math.-1\fathematics
E.C.-Early Childhood Education
Mus.-Music
Econ.-Economics
Phil.- Philosophy
E.A.S.-Educational Arts & Systellls
P.Ed.- Physical Education
E.P.S.-Educational Policy Sciences
Pol.Sci.- Political Science
Eng.-English
P sy.-P sychology
F.A.-Fine Arts
Soc.-Sociology
Geog.-Geography
Sp.Ed.-Special Education and
H .Ed.-Health Ed ucation
Individualized Services
Hist.-History
S.P.S.-Student Personnel Services
I.D.-Interdisciplinary Studies
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Th e college also offers a progra111 qualifying high school graduates with
so me exp rrience in nursery schools or day care centers to register for a
15-hour course sequence. Con tart ~frs. l\Iary Slavitt, ( 201) 527-2240.

Each course description intludes:
Consecufo·e Ko. Dept. ~o. 0000 (Old ;-;-o. OOU.00) Title (Sc111. Hrs.) Ti111e
Instructor
Courses applica ble 1o the foum1at ions :111<1 grnrral education requirements are
identified with a ~Most basic professiona l s pecialization courses nppro_priate to each program
are listed under the follo"·i ng hen dings :
Administration & SuperYision- Educational Polic~, Sciences
. .
.
Audiology & Co111111unicalion Sciences- Special Education & Tnrhv1dua!Ized
Services
Early Childhood Education- Early Childhood ~ducalion
.
Education and the Behavioral Sciences- Interd1s<'1pl111ary Studies
Education and Contemporar!· CiYilization- Interdisciplinary Studies
Education and the Hurnanities-Interdi sciplinar:v Sturlies
Educational P sychology- P sychology
.
Elementary Education-Advanced Specialization-Educatwnal Arts & Syste111s
Fine Arts Education- Fine Arts
Learning Disabilities- Special Education and Individualized Services
Mathematics Education-l\fathe111at1cs
Reading Specialization-Communication Sciences
School P sychology-Psychology
.
Secondary Education-Educntional_ Arts & Systems .
.
Speech Pathology-Special EducatIOn· and Ind1nduahzed Services
Student Personnel Services-Student Personn el Services
.
.
Teaching the Emotionally Disturbed & Socially l\faladjusted-Special Educat10n
& Individualized Services
.
Teaching the Mentally Retarded-S pecial E(1ucation & lndi,·idualized Services
COUNSELING AND ADVISORY SERVICES

Counseling and advisor~' services are available for all students.
Matriculated graduate students and those l?lann~ng to matriculate for a
master's degree should consult the Graduate Advisors 111 Room T-206, Townsend
Hall.
Undergraduate students and students desiring professional assistan~e _i·~garding their programs of studies should consult the Counselors of the D1v1s10n of
Field Services, Room T-110, Townsend Hall.
Certification information is available in Room T-114.
The Counseling Center, located in the College Center Building, off_ers
psychological and vocational c?unseling. Any concerns_ about perso1'.al life,
relationships with others, vocational goals or_ other decision~ may be discussed
in strict confidence with the staff of professwnal psychologists an~ consultmg
psychiatrist. Tests are offered to learn more about abi lities and aptitudes. For
an appointment call 201-5:27-2083 or stop at the office.

teaching team. The work includes all activities of teaching, both planning
(lesson plans are required) and execution. This experience meets the requirements of the College for a teacher certification program.
As prerequisites to professional laboratory experiences, the student must have
attained acceptable standards in academic and professional courses, in the use
of the English language, and in health, personality, and professional attitude.
All students must be prepared to complete student teaching in a community
assigned by the College.
The following rules apply when requesting a student teaching assignment:
1. No student will be assigned to a cooperating school in the town where he
now lives, where he went to school, or where he has relatives employed in
the schools. Exceptions may be made in very large urban districts.
2. No student will seek to place himself for student teaching. All placements
will be made by the Teaching Performance Center.
INSTRUCTIONS PERTAINING TO CERTIFICATION CANDIDATES
WHO HOLD DEGREES
To be eligible for student teaching, candidates for field certificates should have
completed a minimum of 9 semester hours in applicable certification courses at
this college, and candidates for elementary certification should have completed a
minimum of 15 semester hours of applicable courses at this college.

Applicants desiring to enroll in student teaching should proceed as follows by
February 1st for fall and spring assignments:
1. make an appointment with the Certification Office, Division of Field
Services ( Townsend Hall, T-114) ;
2. complete the application in accordance with instructions and pay the
initial student teaching fee of $60.00 (payable to Newark State College,
and non-refundable).
The payment for eight semester hours of student teaching is in addition
to the initial fee and must be made in the semester in which the student
teaching is to be done.

Applicants will be notified by the student teaching office as soon as confirmation of assignments is received from the cooperating school district. Those who
must withdraw from student teaching should notify both the certification office,
and the teaching performance center as soon as possible.

NOTE: The State Board of Education on June 6, 1962 adopted the following resolution: "That, effective September 1, 1962, each part-tinie
graduate or undergraduate student enrolled in student teaching or supervised teaching seminar at the State · Colleges shall pay a student
teaching fee of $60.00." This fee is in addition to the eight semester
hours of course credit.

STUDENT TEACHING

Teacher education students must c11roll in senior student teaching or the
supervised teaching seminar in order to receive a bachelor's degree from Newark
State College.
In student teaching, the student is assigned to a teacher in the pu1?lic
schools for two months. The assignment is made on the basis of mat~hmg
the student with an appropriate cooperating school. Facto!s _of conve~1ence
and preference are considere<1 where possilile j however, this 1s . a curnc1:1lar
decision not based upon geography or convenience. The student 1s supervised
and r ated by a member of the college faculty an<l other members of the student
16

SUPERVISED TEACHING SEMINAR-FALL 1972
All applications for the Supervised Teaching Seminar must be approved by
the Coordinator of the Seminar no later than Friday, August 11, 1972.
Students in the curriculum areas of science, mathematics, and elementary
grades seven and eight are requested to apply for the Seminar immediately after
they have signed a contract for September 1972, since sections close as soon as
quotas for each respective group have been met. In all probability, these sections
will be closed by June 15, 1972.
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OFFICE OF CAREER GUIDANCE AND PLACEMENT
Confidential career coun~cling and placenH•nt seniee, a ,·oc·alional lihl',11'~· ancl
assistance in the techniqurs of securing- a joh nre proYided. A student 111ay
request maintenance of a eolllprchensiYl' folcll'I' h~· sub111itting personal data and
references which, with hi s pcn11ission, is sent to interested e111ploycrs. Contact
l\fr. Joseph A . Vital<', Di1'N·tor, Townsend I I all , Roo111 T-131, lclephom•
:201-527-:2040.
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
A newspaper, SU:\DIERTD[E, is published during the su 111111 er session and
includes reports of specia l CYPnts, officia l notices and ot her relevant 1te111s.
Students are i,witf'<l to participate hv ronta<:ting- .\frs. Shw itt, Roo111 '1'-11.J.,
Townsend Hall.
:MORKING IKFOR:\IALR ta ke plael' ft-0111 9 :15-9 :-l5 a.111. each ,\-ednescla~·
011 the library terra ce.
Student~ are im·ited fo l' eonnrsation ,111d refresh111e11b.
The SWil\lMING POOL an<l TEKXIS COUR'f S are open to st ud ents.
A COLLEGE LEC'l'UffF; SER IE S a nd other specia l events arc presente<1
each summer. Infor111ation is aYailahlc in S{T.\DIERTD[E.
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAM
Newark State College is a member of the New Jersey State Colleges C?unril_
of I nternational Education. Programs of st udy are offered at the Un1vers1ty ot
Copenhagen during the spring term and in seven colleges in Grea_t Britain. duri~g
the fall term. 1972 programs are now hrrng de,·eloped with offerings m
Colchester, England; Quebec, Canada; and Mexico. In addition, the college offers
a variety of study-travel tours during the summer only. The Office of International Education is located in Willis 103.
For further inforn1 at ion \\Titc: Director of Su111111er Session, Newark State
College, Union, Kew Jersey 07083.

Summer Session (June 26-August 4)
Monday, Tuesday, ·wed nesday and
Thmsclay . .......... .. . . ....... ... 8 :00 a.m .-10 :00 p .m.
Fridays ..... . .......... .. ....... ... . 8 :00 a.rn.- 4 :00 p.m.
Closed Saturdays
STUDENT PARKING
All cars operated or parked on college property must have parking permits.
Students may purchase parking permits at th e time of registration. After
the registration period, permits may be obtained at the Parking Office Office of
the Director of Facilities, College Center, between the hours of 8 :oo' a.m. and
4 :O? p.m.. The fee for part-time stud ents is $4.00 fo r the school year Sept.-June
30 mcludmg Intersess10n. Fee for the Summer Session is $4.00.
The college assum es no r esponsibility for the car or its contents while it is
parked on college property.
Faculty parking lots are designated by yellow lines or posted signs. Students
are not allowed to park in these areas.
During the first two "·eeks of classes, the Parking Office will remain open
until 7 :30 p.m., :\fonday through Friday. Parking decals mav be purchased
fluring this time.
·

COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
The Newark State College Bookstore is located in the Student Sen·ices Center.
A complete selection of required texts for all cour ses is stoc.ked. In ad<_l.ition ,
the bookstore has a large coll ect ion of papcrbou1ul books, ,Jewelry, stationery
and novelties.
The bookstore hours will be :
INTER SESSIOK- :\Iay 30, May 31, and June 1-9 :00 a.nt.-8 :00 p.111.
Ju11e 2 through ,June 22-9 :00 a.111.-6 :00 p.111.
Monday - 9 :00 a.111 .-7 :30 p.m .
Tuesday - 9 :00 a.m .-7 :30 p .m.
Wednesday - 9 :00 a.m.-5 :00 p.m.
Thursday- 9 :00 a.m.-7 :30 p.m.
Friday - 9 :00 a.m.-5 :00 p.111.
For the first three evening se,,sions, June 26, June 27, a nd June 28, the bookstore will be open fron1 9 :00 a.m.-8 :00 p .111.
SUMMER-

LIBRARY HOURS

l ntersession (:'.\Iay 30-J unc 23)
Monday-Thursday ................ . ... 8 :00 a.Ill.- 9:00 p.m.
Fridays (June2,9,16) .. . . . .......... 8:00 a.11 1.- 4:00 p.m.

lK

FOOD SERVICES
The College Cafeteria, which is located in Downs H all, serves breakfast and
lunch .to students, faculty and College employees. A wide variety of salads,
sandwiches, and hot meals are available from 9 :00 a .m. to 1 :30 p .m.
19

I DE'.\TITY PROGRA:.I.

HEALTH SERVICES
Hours are Monday through Friday, S :00 a.111. to 3 :30 p.111. At other times
phone the Union Police at 686-0700.
Location: Student Sen·ieP~ Buil(1ing-, telephonr ii:27-'2047.

This progra m offers P11tran<-e to college prognrn1s at five leYels tailored to
~·our indi,·idual nreds, including- 11ttr1Hla11(•r Pither in the (la\' school or the en•nino0
divi sion of XPwark State ('ollPg-P.
·

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

\'.I.P. '7'2 includes colleg-l' lrn•l, refresher and tutorial proo-rams in Communications nnd :.Iathernaties. Veterans enrolled in the full p~·ogram will br
eligible for full-tin1r rdueationnl henpfits offerrd under the existing G.I. Bill.

A feature of the special education program on-campus this summer
will be the inclusion of a day-camp for brain-injured chi ldren. Students
in the special education clnsses are invitec1 to obsene this progr.1111.

UNION CAMPUS:

Intersession

CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION

The Center for Continuing Educat ion offers program s for persons
interested in learning more about themseh-es, their society, an(1 the world,
through co ntinuous lifelong- learning.
The Continuing Education progran1;; consist of non-credit co urses,
series, and workshops not usually an,i lable within the traditional curricula.
In addition, the Center is prepared to assist professional, ciYic and other
organizations in cooperatively designing, structuring and implementing
l!leaningful learning experiences for their personnel.
For information, call the Office of the Center for Cont inuing· Education,
201-527-2087-8, or visit th e offirp in thP KPan Building, Room K-4, on the
second floor.

Aclult Education B esoura Center is concerned with adult basic education
including help for the non-English spPaking·. Contact Mr. Seymour Barasch,
Director. Telephone: 201-527-2207.
EVE ( Employment, Volunteer, Education) is a vocational and educational
guidance service for women. Contact :\fr;;. Betse_v Brown, Director. Telephone:
201-527-2210-1.

.\[onda_v-l<'rida>·

8 :00 :1.111.

:.lath Laboratory
\\'1·iting- Laborat01·>'

.\[omlay-l<"'riday

fJ ::~0 11.nl.

:.lath Laboratory
and :.lath 1011
Co11111rnnications Laboratory and English 1000

:.fonday-Frirlay

11:0011.nl.

:.Iath Laboratorv
and :.lath 1011
Co111munieation~ Laboratory and English 1000

:.fonday-Frida~•

12 :30 p.111.

Math Laboratory
and Math 1011
Co1111nunirations Laboratory and English 1000

and :.lath 1011
and English 1000

Each V.I.P. student will enroll in 1'2 s.h. of acadeniic work for the combined
In~ersession / Su_1111ner ?ession prograrn- :.Iay 30-August 4, Monday through
Fnrlay-a nd mil lJf> h1llrd for tutoring- sPn-iec>s at $75 (tota l tuition and fees:
:j;317).
For an application or further in fonnat ion eonrerning this program, please
f'Ontart:
:\fr. Anthony Olirn, A;;sociate Director Adlllissions Office (201-527-2195), or
1\ir. William Vinrenti, Director Veterans Identity Progran1 (201-527-2030)
XEWARK 8TA1'E COT.LEGE

Union, ~ew Jp1•se_v 07083

VETERANS IDENTITY PROGRAM 1972

The Veterans' Readju.~tlllent Benefits Act of 1966 provides a permanent
program for individuals sel'\'ing in the Am1ed Forces after January 31, 1955.
Benefits may be obtained for graduate degrees as well as undergraduate.
Newark State College is approncl for the training of veterans. Prior to
registration, the veterans should contact the Regional Office of the Veterans
Administration at 20 ·washington Place, Newark, 0710::l, and obtain a Certificate
of E ligibility.
Veterans complete the registration procedure fo ll0\1·ed by all students. In
addition they notify the Veterans' Advisor of their attendance by completing the
Enrollment Verification Form supplied by the Division of Field Services.
1Vidows of K. .J. wterans who die<1 as a r esult of 111ilitary service and wives
of totally and permanently di sabled vetera ns are entitled , with sollle exceptions,
tu VA educational assistance. To detem1in e eligibili ty applicants should refer
to the Contact Office of the Veterans A(lministrati011.
If you are a veteran , eligible for VA educational assistance; and are interested
in a degree program offered by .l\ ewark State College, you are invited to
investigate the opportunit>· available to you through the VETERANS
2()

Summer Session
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Educational Arts and Systems
A li1 11ited number of inter tiess ion co urses wi ll be offered on the Un ion
Campus, Boonton Township Ca111pus on Ro ckaway Va lley Road , a nd at
the Neptune Ce n ter in Neptune High School, fro111 May 30 through Ju ne 22.
The classes will 111eet ?IJonday through Thursday eYenings.
Registration dates 111ay be found on page ,i.
Thi s is a co mbin ed registr ation: students 111ay regi ster for both intersessio n and snmmer session co ur ses at these times.

PRINCIPLES AND PROGRAMS OF SECONDARY EDUCATION
9104

3 semester hours
E.A.S. 5.iOOa (,'53.5.12 )
Shlofn1itz

5 :00-7 :30 p.m.
The purpose a nd nature of set·o1Hlar~· cuni culmn considering soc ietal, com11rnnity, sc hool nnd incliYiclua l inputs includes theory necessary fo r th e des ign,
u11pl e111enta(1on and ern luat 1011 of instl'uctional plans an<l practict> in desig-ni nir
instruetiona l modu lrs.
Prereq ui sites and/or co requi s ites Ps~·. ,iJ20 :rnd ,i3JO .

GRADUATE COURSES-UNION CAMPUS
The course tle scription appe ars only at the fi rs t lis ting of any course e ithe r in
inte rsession or s untm.e r session. Prere quisites, whe re inclicate cl , always appear in
the course d escriptions .
Untle r the d e partm e ntal re organization , courses now lis ted unde r Comm.unication. Scie n ces, l~<lucational Arts aml System s anti Etlucational Policy
Syste ni show the ir form er numbe rs in pare ntheses.

Communication Sciences
DEVELOPMENTAL TECHNIQUES IN THE TEACHING
OF READING (Part I)
3 semester hours
9101

C.S . ii410a (546.10)

Mazurki ew icz

Early Childhood Education
SCIENCE EXPERIENCE FOR TEACHERS OF YOUNG CHILDREN
3 semester ho ur s
E.C. ii250a (520.50)

Ri chardson

3 semester hours
Bronstein

3 semester hours
E.P.S. 5000,1 ( 500.01 )
Loru sso
E.P.S . .5000b
Fink
E.P.S . .500 0c·
Preil

5 :00-7 :30 p.m.
i'i :00-7 :30 p.m.
~
7 :40-10 :10 p.m.
R eq uired of a ll beginning grnd uate st ud ents. An interdiscipli nary approach
to the stud~· of education in conte111porary society. Basic readings selected from
the var ious discip lines used to ga in insight into selected proble111s involving
r el~t10 nsh1ps of the hu111 an bein g- w ith !'duc-ational institutions :rnd rontemporary
soc1et~·.
~

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS
9108

3 semester hours
E.P.S. 5110a (.501.10 )
Pierso n

7 :-±0-10 :10 p.111.
Problems of orga ni zatio n and acl111 inistr a ti on of today's public schools.
?IIoclem leadersh ip tec hniques Pxplored anfl applie<l to the adn1inistr11tion of
sc hools at a ll leYels , in a ll sorio-erono111 ir e111·iron111 ents.

RECREATION PROGRAMMING FOR SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY
3 semester hours
9109

P.Ed. 3940a (.5.5.'5.JO)

Cu111111i ngs

5 :00-7 :30 p.m.

Principles and prachces, objecti,·es, purposes, co nditioning forces and commumty _study that establish programs essential ele111ents of program p lanning and
schedulrng of regular and specia l actiYities, the principles of progra m eva luation
emphasized.

5 :00-7 :30 p.111.

Development of th e ea r ly ch ildhood cu rriculum based u pon inq u iry through
personal experience in hu111anities an<l srience.

22

~

Health and Physical Education

INQUIRY AND THE CURRICULUM IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
KC. 5260a (520 ..'i9)

9105
9106
9107

7 :40-10 :10 p.nl.

Helps the teacher see the ch ild as an explorer of his limited bu t expandi ng
environ111ent. Emphasis on the des ig n and presentation of first hand learning
exper ience in scienre suitable in progra111 rlesign, materials and methods for the
pre-school and primary chi ld.

9103

FOUNDATIONS OF GRADUATE STUDY IN EDUCATION

5 :00-7 :30 p.111.

A stud y of the nature of r eading and of new and promising methods and
materials of instruction. E111phasis on enlarging backgrou nd experi ences a nd
vocabulary knowledge building word a na lysis and perceptua l techniques, meeting
individual reading needs, studying r eading difficulty. Its prevent ion and remediation within the elementary classroom.

9102

Educational Policy Sciences

~ ?l[eets fo und a t ions / genera l edurntion r rq uire111r nts.
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Special Educa tion and Indi vidualized Services
CRAFT WORKSHOP

Mental R e tardation

A Da y tim e Program S pon sored B y Th e Fin e Arts D e partm e nt

MATERIALS, PROGRAMS AND METHODS FOR TEACHING THE
MENTALLY RETARDED

FOR ADVANCED MAIL REGISTRATION CONTACT CONTINUING
EDUCATION OFFI CE
Enrollm e nt Limite d

A FTERNOO N - 1 :00 -3 :30 - JI!, T , 1V, Th
RAKU WORKSHOP :
9110 ~ 5600a (510.62 ) Graduat e Sen-ices Progra111 , 3 s. 11.
9391 F .A. -!000b Ind ependent l' nder gr adu ate Stud>· in Fine Arts, :1 s.h.
Or Xon-Credi t
Raku lVorkshop : Students with p rior ex_perie1~ce in cer a1nics will
work with sp ecial techniques of ra ku mclud1i:ig ma kmg pieces,
glazing and firin g. S tudents \\·ill construct th ell" own rak u kilns.
Enrollment by permission of in structor.
Instructor: DaYid ·\Y. J ones , Assoc- iate P rofessor

GRADUATE SERVICE PROGRAM :
CONS ERVATION OF NATURAL RESOUHCES
3 semester hours
9111
~ I.D . 560 0b (.510.6:Z)
K elland
5 :00-7 :30 p .m.
A stud>· of r elat ionships among na tural r esources, technological de\·elop ment,
populatioll growth , and lenb of JiYing as a 1n<'ans of exploring and e\·aluatmg
th e fo und ations of e11Yironm enta l manage ment and c-onsen at10 n.
Political Science
THE CONTEMPORARY METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY

3 semester hours
9112
P ol. Sci. 5085a (:'i83.85)
Hub in
7 :40-10 :10 p.111 .
A studv of th e go Yermn ent and politics of n1etrop olita n ar eas wit h emphasis
up on th ei1: unique proble111s and proposed solutions.
Psychology
LABORATORY TRAINING IN HUMA N RELATIONS I

3 semester hours
9113
P s>·· 56:Z0a ( 573.00 )
Zito
5 :00-7 :30 p .m.
E xp erience in small gr oups des ig ned to contribute to th e studen_t's un_derstanding of him self and his i111pact on oth ers, rn crease _his u nderstandmg_ ~f the
,hna mi cs of in terp ersonal inter ac- tion in sma ll gro ups, mcr ease his sens1t1nty to
tl~ e feelings and behaYior of oth er s in gr oups, inc-rease his under stanclmg of how
large or ga ni za ti ons pre\·e nt, crra te or r esoln • hun1 a n r elat10ns problen1 s.
~

:\Ieets fo unda tions/ genera l educat ion r eq uir e111e nts.
;2-!

9114

3 semester hours
Sp . Ed . 5115a (541.15)
Frankel

5 :00-7:30 p.111.

Th e na ture a nd needs of th e 111entally retard ed and the goa ls of th e curriculum
fo r such children applier] to <:lassro on1 procedures a nd practices. Classr oom
111 anage ment, rreo rcl keeping a nd the r ole of aca demics in such a progr am.
Oe\·elopn1 ent and u ti liza tion of suitable curr iculum 1naterials. Students r equired
to ohsen ·e and pa rti cipate in progra ms fo r th r r du f'a ti on of th r 111r nta ll)' retarded.
S tucle nt P e rsonn e l Se rv ices

INTRODUCTION TO STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES
9115

3 semester hours
S.P .S. 5910a (544. lU )
Presley

5 :00-7 :30 p .m.

History and ,l e\'elopn1ent of student personnel ser vices with emphasis on
guida nce, counseling· a n<l school socia l work . Th e phi losop hy of guidance and
social work, th e 111 eth ods usc1l. The r elati onships of the work ers with students,
parents, other school p er sonnP l an,l the <'01nmunity .i s th ey wor k togeth er toward
t he g-oals of eclur:ition .

OPERA WORKSHOP
~[ay 15 - June 2:!
-! se111 e~tt•1· ho urs- Graduatr or Un dergrad uate
9116 T.D. 5600c (510.62 ) g raduate
F elix Popper
9392 i\Ius. 4940a (under gr aduate)
A nnajea n Brown
Study and coachi ng of opera r oles in orig inal language and in English,
culminating in a performance of opera scenes, excerpts or short works, at
the en cl of the term. Da ily coaching and r ehearsals, ancl one private voice
lesson every week.
W ritten applicat ion to reserve space should be received prior to the
registration date. Application should include music biography and backgr ound, repertor y of operatic ari as a nd ent ire r oles. It is suggested that
first year applicants enr lose a sam p le tap e.
Prer equisite fo r graduate credit : bachelor's degree.
General prerequisite : singers-previous voice study ;
piano acco mpanists-keyboard and sightrea ding profi cien<")'.
F or informa t ion, application and Tegistrat.ion contact
::\1usic DepaTtm ent, 527-2107
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UNDERGRADUATE COURSES- UNION CAMPUS

SEMINA R IN EARLY CHI LDHOOD EDUCATION

The course d escription appe ars only at the fi rst listin g of any course e it he r in
intersession or sum11ier session. Pre re quisites, whe re indicate cl, are always incluclecl within the course clescription.
Uncler the cle part111e ntal re org aniz ation, courses n ow li ste d unde r Co mmunication Scien ces, Educational Arts and Sys te m s and E ,lucational P o licy
Sciences sho w the ir form e r 11um.be rs i11 pare ntheses .

9 305

4ii0011

3 semester hours
Gai11e:s

7 :40-10 :10

p.111.

Designed to enable the st udent to de,·elop insights culled from previous college
l'Ourses, pub!t~ school f'XpPnences ~lllcl other college acti\'ities. Opportunity is
nrnilable to cl1scus_s th e st udent's concerns and to focus his attention on professional co11111rn111rat1on:s anrl frontiers of learning in early childhood education.

Communication Scie nces

ART IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Communication Sciences i11cl11de.s audio-1.,i.sual, librai·y sr· iencr and reading
programs.

( See Fin e Arts)

Library

EARLY CHILDHOOD MUSIC EDUCATION
INTRODUCTION TO SCHOOL LIBRARY SERVICE

( See Mu sic )

3 semester hours
8chwar!z

PLAY AND RHYTHM ACTIVITIES IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

L.S. 2000a
!J :00-7 :30 p.lll.
The role of the school library: growth and development as an integral part of
the educational process; its cunent function as an instructional materials center
with collections of both book and audio-visual materials. Leadership role of the
librarian as an educator and the school librarian's achievement of this position.
9301

( See Ph ysical Eclu catio11)
E arth and Plane tary E n vironme nts
Astron o m y

BASIC REFERENCE AND BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SERVICES I

COSMIC ENVIRONMENTS

3 semester hours

4 semester hours
E.S. Jl00a
Hall
5 :45-9 :25 p.m.
E.S. 1100h
Krall
5 :45-9 :25 p.m.
-1\ study of heavenly bodies, solar systems and the sideral universe with emphasis on the nature of astronomical investigation.
'

9302

L.S . 3000a (3201)
Weinstein
7 :40-10 :10 p .rn.
Introduction and use of basic reference tools for .the school library; encyclopedias, dictionaries, yearbooks, periodical indexing services, "ready" reference works, and other standard soUI·ces in the location of information.

9306
9 30 7

Geology

R eading

SOLID EARTH ENV IRONMENTS
4 semester hours

THE TEACHING OF READING IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
9303

1<:.c.

3 semester hours
C.S. 3400a (Rdg. Ed . 3]01)
Koelling

7 :40-10 :10 p.rn.

A detailed study of a productive reading program from its beginning through
the eighth grade. Emphasis is on materials, methods, research results and modern
trends.

E.S . 1:200a
: \Ietz
5 :45-9 :25 p.m.
E.S. 1200h
Ro ckman
5 :45-9 :25 p.m .
. A study of the processes at work upon and within the earth in terms of their
imp act ~pon ~he preservation of the record of the history of the earth. Credit for
graduat10n WIii not be granted for both Geog. 2010 and E.S. 1200.
9 308
9309

Early Childhood Educatio n

CREATIVE TECHNIQUES FOR LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT IN
EARLY CHILDHOOD

Economics

ECONOMI CS OF POVERTY

3 se111ester hours

9304

3 semester hours

E.C. 4J00a
Dumai s
5 :00-7 :30 p.m.
Understanding :md practice in the use of creati\'C' techniques focused on oral
language development. Includes story-telling, role-playing as a problem-solving
technique, movement as a mea ns to learn ing, choral reading and improvisations
hnsecl upon children's feelings and experiences.

5 :00-7 :30 p.m.
The impact of industrialization and urbanization on society and the change
in the attitude to\\'ards poverty. Th eoretical aspects of the nature of poverty
and the reasons for its existence in the U. S. The development of federal antipoverty policies a nd progrnms.

:2(i

27

9310

Econ. 2900a
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PUBLI C FINANCE
3 semester hour s
9311

Educational Policy Sciences
Educational Policy Scicnc Ps i1tc·l11des ed11calio11al foundations courses.
7 :40-10 :10 p.111.

Econ. 3310a

Principles of taxation, budgeting, public expenditure, de bt 1nanagelllent ancl
fisca l policy with specia l reference to Feilera l, StntP all!! loca l go\'ernn1cnts.
Prerequisites: Eron. 1100-1110 or ronsent of instructor .

Educational Arts and Systems
Eclucational Arts and Svste111., ·inc/11dr's eleml'utary mu/. secondary
methods ancl field e.r:periences.

9312

INTERSESSION
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ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM AND METHODOLOGY
3 semester hours
5 :00-7 :30 p. n1.
E.A.S. 3100a (El. Ed. 3001)
Gatti

E lementary school ohjeeti\'es, practices, r urr iculu 111 pattems anil p lanningtechn iques.

ENGLISH IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
3 se!llester ho urs
E.:\.S . 3110a (Rdg. Ed. 3102)
RolllOS

PHILOSOPHY AND EDUCATION
9318

3 semester hours
KP.S. -!U:2011 ( Se<·. Eel. 4:2:20)
Healy

7 :40-10 :10 ]).111.
Ana lysis of c::unent Yiews 011 a iius and processes of education. Students
encouraged to forlllu late their 011·n rational Yiew of these aims and the educational
practices consistent with theu1. Attention ginn to earlier insights most related
to the present aIHl poss ibl e> future s ituat ion of education. Essence of course is
dialogue.

URBAN EDUCATION
3 semester hours

9319

E.P.S. 4050a (SPc. Ed. 4250)

1Yilliains

5:00-7:30p.m.

. For studen_ts int~rested in teaching in an urban school system, especially innercity; short on entat10n to the history and soc10logy of the contemporary urban
scene; survey of the newer methods and helpful techniques; visits to selected
ur ban classrooms; speakers representing important comm unity offices.

English

Study of the teaching of literature, linguistics, written expression, n1rsive
and manuscript writing, listen ing and speaking-.

CONTEMPORARY BRITISH AND AMERICAN POETRY: 1950 TO PRESENT
3 semester hours
9320
Eng-. 3507a
De l<~nnti
7 :40-10 :10 p .rn.

MATHEMATICS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

An exploration of the u1o~t sign ifica nt den°lopments in British and American
poetry since 1950.

9313

9314

3 semester hours
KA.S . 3120a (:\[at h. Ed. 3301 )
B u tcher

7 :-!0-10 :10 p.111.

5 :00-7 :30 p.m.

I nquiry into the nature of mathematics and its irnpli_cations for teachin~, the
use of visua l materi a ls in teach ing, lcaming theories as they pertam to
mathematics education and current elementar~· school lllatheniatics programs.

9315

SCIENCE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
3 semester hours
KA.S. 3130a ( Sci.Ed. 3-102)
Bonj iorno
7 :40-10 :10 p.m .

A study of science content a nd teach ing lllethodology includ ing student p la_nning, development and presentation of instructiona l methods and media.

SOCIAL STUDIES IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
9316
9317

3 semester hours
E.A.S. 41-!0a (S.S.Ed. -!201)
Esposito
KA.S. 4140 b
Stager

5 :00-7 :30 p.m.

Theatrica l production from early primiti1·e ritua ls clown the centuries to
today's theatre. Emphas is p lacecl on director~, actors and theorists.

CHILDREN'S LITERATURE
9322

Eng-. 2500a

3 spn1ester hours
Dunn

5 :00-7 :30 p.m.

A _survey of ~raditional and modern stories, poems, p lays, and informational
materrn ls for ch il dren; not an English option .

Fine Arts
INTRODUCTION TO ART

5:00- 7:30 p.n1.
7:40-10:lOp.m.

Stu dy of the objecti1·es of elementary chool socia l science, p lanni_ng techniq ues, teaching materia ls, in novative programs and evaluat10 n, emp has1z111g the
interdisciplinary approach.
:28

9321

HISTORY OF THE THEATRE
3 semester hours
Eng. 4600a
Turick

3 semester hours

9323
9324

F.A. 1000a
F.A. 1000b

Topper
V ictoria
A p p r eciation, analysis and creation in the visual arts.
mater ials, tools and processes. Not for Fine Arts majors.
29

7 :40-10 :10 ll.lll.
5 :00- 7 :30 ]).Ill.
Exploration of
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PAINTING I
3 semester hour s
9325
F .A. 3200a
J. }Ietzger
6 :00-9 :00 p.111.
Studio course in design and expression in the med ia of pa inting, dea li ng wi th
both t r aditional and experimental methods.
Prer equisite: F.A. 1230.

He alth and Ph ysica l Educa tio n
H e alt h Etluca t io11

ART IN EDUCATION
2 semester hours
9326
F .A. 3910a
Lipscomb
5 :50-7 :30 p .111.
9327
F .A. 3910b
Lipscom b
7 :40-9 :20 p.11 1.
Under st anding the child's natura l modes of expression, selection of media t o
develop this exp ression, an d fi nding ways of teaching in the elementar y school
which will incr ease aesth etic aware ness, develop skills, enr ich experi ence, and
invite expression. X ot for Fi ne Arts 111ajor s.
ART IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
3 semester hours
9328
F .A. 3920a
Rave
7 :40-10 :10 p.rn.
Content similar to that of F .A. 3910 but dealing with children of the nursery
school age through the thir d grade. Not for F ine Ar ts 111 ajors.
CRAFT WORKSHOP
(See 11agt> 24)

HEALTHFUL LIVING

2 semester hours
9331
9 332
933 3

Krneger
\\-hiti11ore
\Vhit111on'

H. Ed. llOUa
I-I. Ed. 1100b
H. Eel. 1100c

[i :50-7 :::lO p.m .

7 :40-9 :20 p .111.
f'J :50-7 :30 p.111.

A backgr ound of scientifically accurate health information, realistic criticism
of Yarious panaceas, and emphasis on positive health through p lanning and
practicing a wholesome program of living. The course furnishes experiences
for the stu dent to find out about himself and his health needs and to act
accordingly.
FIRST AID AND ACCIDENT PREVENTION

2 semester hours
9334
9335

H. Ed. 2331::i
I-I. Erl. 2331b

Saks
Saks

5 :50-7 :30 p.m.
7 :40-9 :20 p.m.
An investigation of accident prevention plus the theory and practice of First
Aid as recommended by the American Reel Cross. At the successful completion
of t his course, the stu dent receives an advanced Reel Cross first aid certificate.
THE SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY HEALTH PROGRAM

Foreign Languages

2 semester hours

French

ELEMENTARY FRENCH II
3 semester hours
9329
l<' r . 1102a (l<..,.L_ 1202)
Moise
5 :00-7 :30 p.m .
Designed to enable the stud ent to ach ieve a r ea dy comprehension of
spoken French, an abili ty to express himself in clear, s_im p le _sente nces, and
considerable ease in r eading French. S tudents selectmg this course must
continue with intermedi ate F r ench in order to obtain fu ll cr edit.
Prerequisite: Th e successful completi on of Fr. 1101 (F.L. 1201 ) or
th e eq ui valent of one semester of college French.
Spa1tish

ELEMENTARY SPANISH II
3 semester hours
9330
Sp . 1102a (F.L. 1602)
P ortuondo
5 :00-7 :30 p.111.
Designed to enable the stu den t t-0 ach ieve a r eady comprehension of
spoken Spanish, an abili ty to express hi mself in clear, si~1ple ~ente nces
and considera ble ease in reading Span ish. Stu de nts selectmg this course
must com plete intermed iate S p a nish in order to obtain fu ll credit.
P r erequisite: The successful completion of Sp. 1101 (F. L. 1601) or
the eq uiva lent of one semester of college Spa nish.

30

9336
9337
9338

H. Ed. :'l237a
H. Eel. 3237b
H.Ed. 3237c

Raksanyi
Raksanyi
Krueger

7 :40-9 :20 p.rn.
,5 :50-7 :30 p.lll.
7 :40-9 :20 p .111.
The school and community hPa lth program, the teacher's role in school and
commun ity health services, healthful school environment, and health instruction
in the elementary school.
SEX EDUCATION

3 semester hours
9339

H. Ed. 423.Ja

Darden
7 :40-10 :10 p.111.
An overvie':' of sex and se~uality in today's society, with implications for
evolvmg ma le-female relat10nsh1ps, dating patterns, marriage, and responsible
parenthood. Special attention and emphasis given to the role and responsibility
of the schools in educating for sexuality.
ALCOHOL AND NARCOTICS EDUCATION

2 semester hours
9340
9341

II. Eel. 4333a

Ramoth
Ramoth

5 :50- 7 :30 p.m.
7 :40-10 :10 p .m.
A co111prehensiYc course dealing with alcoholic beverages, narcotics, and other
addicting and habit-forming drugs, and the effect of their usage upon th<' inclividual and society.

H. Eel. 4333b

31
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Ph ysical Education.

THE HI STOR Y OF THE BLACK AMERICAN

PHYSICAL EDUCATION JN THE ELEM ENTARY SCHOOL
2 semester hours

9342
9343
9344

P . Ed. :35lla
P. B<l. :3;illb
P. Ed. 3511<:

Zll'eidinger
Zll'eiding·"'r
Hes ni<:k

3 semester hours

9350
5 :00-6 :40 p .111 .
7 :00-8 :40 p.111.
7 :00-8 :40 p.111.

Methods and materials for the ele111entary school deYeloped through laboratory
workshop approach using cla:srooms, gymnasiums and outdoor play-space situation. Trains classroom teacher,; for indi,·idua l leadership 01· rooperntion with
specialist.

Hist. :l30:'ia

Tyso n

DREAMS AND

IGHTMARES : UTOPIAS AND HISTORY

PLAY AND RHYTHM ACTI VITIES IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
9345

P. Ed. 3621a

2 semester hours
Resnick

3 semester hours

9351
5 :00-6 :JO p.111.

Creative and dramatic activity as it relates to p lay and rhythmic responses of
young· children. Covers progressions to and presentation of gmnes of loll'
organization and rhythmic actiYities for kindergarten and primary teacher with
stress on kinds of 1110,·ement des irable fo1· each group. Recommended for
preschool through grade 3.

HISTORY OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION I
Hist. 1030a

Siegel

Didsbury

5 :00-7 :30 p.m.

A st udy of 1·arious l'Onceptions of ideal anti sinister soc ieties-utopias and
dystopias-from P lato to .Huxley. The economic foundation and structure of the
respectiYe conceptions; the• e11 1ergence of a negativist utopian tr adition in postindustrial civilization.
Prerequisite: Six hours of histor.v.
( Stutle 11ts

shoultl

con sult

tle partm e 11tal advisors

b e for e

Profession.al

3 semester hours

9346

Hist. 3870a

Industrial Studies
r egistration,)

History

5 :00-7 :30 p .m.

The role of blacks in ~he United States is studied from the colonial period to
the present, stressing Afncan roots, slavery, Reconstruction the era of Jim Crow
1he origins and impact _of the mid-t_wen_tienth century Black 'Revolution. Emphas i~
1s p laced on the particular co ntnbut10ns of blacks to the development of the
nation.
Prerequisite: 6 hrs. of history.

INTRODUCTION TO INDUSTRIAL STUDIES
2 semester hours

5 :00-7 :30 p.111.

A survey of the historical deYelopment of modern ciYilization from early times.
Special attention given to cultura l diffu ion and integration, to institutions and
ideas.

9352
l.S. l 101a
Snyder
;'5 :50-7 :30 p.n1.
-1\nalysis and discussion of the nature, content and implications of problems
relatmg to further development of ind ustr ial education.

HISTORY OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION II
PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES OF EDUCATION

3 semester hours

9347

Hist. lOJOa

Higgins

9353

A continuation of Hist. 1030, which is prerequisite.

3 se111ester hours
Hi st. 2303a

Rice

I.S. -H04a

Christoffel

7 :40-10 :10 p.m.

This cours~ intro_duces the student to cmT_icu_lum patte!·ns, planning techniques,
meth?ds _of d1scuss10n, and to general prmciples of mstruction required for
teachmg m either elementary or secondary schools.

UNITED STATES HISTORY TO 1877
934 8

3 semester hom·s

7 :40-10 :10 p.111.

5 :00-7 :30 p.m.

Drafting an.cl Design

A comprehensive stu dy of the American people, including the colonial period,
the struggle for independence and the national period through Reconstruction .

UNITED STATES HISTORY, 1877 TO PRESENT

ELEMENTS OF DRAFTING

2 semester hours
9354

I.S. ]200a

A study of the development of American industrialism, westward expansion,
the reform impulse and foreign affairs lo the present da)'.

6 :00-9 :20 p . 111.
. Application of _d rafting :·oom st_andards and experiences in the use of drafting
1.nst~·umen_ts, lettenng,. pencil and m~ lin_c work, freehand sketching, and in the
rep10~uct10n o~ drawm_gs. Instruct10n mcludes geometric construction, orthographic pr0Jec~10n, sect10ns and conventions, working drawings, and graph and
chart constru ct10n.

32

33

3 semester hours

9349

Hist. 2:104a

Luscombe

7 :40-10 :10 p.111.
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Graphics

W oocls

ELEMENTS OF WOODWORKI NG

ELEMENTS OF GRAPHICS

2 semester hours

2 semester hours

6 :00-9 :20 p .111.
l.S. 1300a
Experience in hand joinery, "·ood finishing, an d ba sic machin<' operation:
instruction includes units on lumber selection and use, hardware selection,
fastening devices and methods and essential care and maintenance of tools and
machines.

9355

J .R. 1600u

Ang-ehranclt
6 :00-9 :20 p.111.
Experiences in the fundamentals of letterpress printing, screen process reproduction and offset lithography.

9359

Mathematics

NUMBER THEORY IN ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS

CARPENTRY AND BUI LDING CONSTRUCTION

3 semester hours
Van Xest

6 :00-9 :40 )).Ill.

I.S. 3303a
Tools, materia ls and methods used in the construction of wood fra111e buildings
to include framing, estimating and techniques employed in construction.

9356

Prerequi site: I.S. 1300 and by application only.

3 semester hours
Cen11ele
7 :40-10 :10 p.nl.
The study of the properties of prime numbers has intrigued professional as
ll"ell as amateur mathematicians. Many of these ideas about prime numbers ca n
be used in _developing interest and creativity in elementary school mathematics.
Other topics mclude: figuratp numbers, composite numbers, factorization
methods. modulm· :withmetir, Eul er's funrtio11. For non-mathematirs majors.
9360

:\Cath. 1011a

Me tals

WELDING TECHNOLOGY

SETS AND LOGIC IN ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS

3 semester hours
Sladicka

3 semester hours
Lipson

5 :00-10 :00 p.111.
I.S. E240la
Classes u·ill be taught in coopera tion with Union County Vocational-Technical
School, Scotch Plains. Students are requested to obtain appl·ications for this
coui·se from the Jnclusti·ial Education office or from the Dfr·ision of Fielcl Ser1·ices,
Room 1'-114, Townsencl Hall, prior to May 1, 1972.
9357

Welding technology is designed to provide students an opportunity to become
certified in the areas of oxyacetylene and electric arc welding.
Emphasis will be p laced on tl1C' development of basic ll"elding skills and the
safe and intelligent operation of welding equipment. The principles of welding
and the characteristics of metals which dictate varying welding methods, procedures and techniques wi ll be discussed.
Prerequisite: Metals I and II or permission of instructor.

9361

Math. l 012a

:S :00-7 :30 p.111.

Elementary set operations and the laws of logic. Applications to probability
theor?, For non-n1athe111atir·s nwjo1·s.
ELEMENTARY NUMBER SYSTEMS

3 semester hours
9362

:\lath . 1014a

7 :40-10 :10 p.m.
The J:)Ostulates of the natural numbers, the integers, and the rational numbers
are studied. E lementary set operations and historical numeration svstems are
also included. For non-m athe matics n1ajors.
·
COMPUTER ARITHMETIC ALGORITHMS

Ele ctronics

GENERAL ELECTRICITY. ELECTRONI CS

9363

l\Iath . 1931a

3 semester hours
Santomauro

5 :00-7 :30 p.111.

3 semester hours
6 :00-9 :45 p .m.
9358
Cokewood
I.S. 2500a
Practical understanding and application of the electrical-electronic concepts
found in all areas of industrial education .
Prerequisite: T.S. 1500.

~istorical develop1!1ent of computers, components of electronic data processing
eqmp_ment, flow charting, programmrng, keypunching, and verifying arithmetic
algonthms for electronic digital processing, debugging and analysis of results
re~ated ~o processed algorithms for111 a basis to the content of computerized
art~hmet1c algorithms. '.l'!i!s coUI·se is designed specifically for non-mathematics
maJors. Laboratory fac1hties allow for a max imum of 20 students per section.
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PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURES OF ELECTRONIC
DATA PROCESSING

OPERA WORKSHOP

3 semester hours
Keenoy

7 :-!0-10 :10 p.111.
:.lath. 1932a
Fundamental principles and procedures of electronic data processsing include:
historical development of electron ic machines, punched-card data processing,
machine language coding, systems analysis and procedure, floll" charts, utilization of coded-data representation for arithmetic and control units, and programming scientific and sequential information for rnrious kinds of electronie
machines.
Prerequisite: Math. 1931 or Math. 3993.

9364

Music

( See

Philosophy

PHILOSOPHY

:l semester hour~

Phil. 1010a (10-!0 )

9371

5 :00-7 :30 p.m.

A genera l introduction to the ideas of great philosophers, major schools of
thought, and basic issues. Among the topics considered are the meaning of
philosophy, rea li ty, kno\l"ledgc, valuf's :111 d soc ial philosoph?.

5 :OU- 7 :30 p.rn.
Mus. lOUOa
7 :40-10 :10 p.111.
:\Ius. lUOUh
Understanding of music through study of music elements, fo rms, terms, styles,
composer s, and representatiYe compositions in class, outside listen ing and music
performance attendance.
9365
9366

MUSIC FUNDAMENTALS

3 semester ho1ll's
Mus. ]050a
5 :00- 7 :30 p.111.
Dorse~·
7 :40-10 :10 p.111.
Mus. 1050b
Cull e11
Introduction to rudim ents of music and 11otation. Developing und erstanding
of the music language a nd facility in music reading and aural perception, through
class and individual vocal and instrum ental practice and written work. This
course is designed as preparation for Mus. 2305, 2310, music education courses
required of early childhood and elementary education majors.

CHILD PSYCHOLOGY
9372
9373

Psy. ~lOOa ( :2000)
Psy. :2JOOh

Muaic Education

EARLY CHILDHOOD MUSIC EDUCATION

3 semester hours
Schwartz
~!organ

5 :OU- 7 :30 p.111.
7 :-!0-10 :10 p.111.

The physical, intellectual, emotional, and social aspects of childhood, including
individual differences, the behavior characteristics of various age levels, and the
types and methods of adjustment.

9367
9368

2 semester hours
Engelh ard

Stern

P sychology 1000 is Pre requisite to All Othe r Courses

3 semester hours

:.[us. :z:JO.'i::i

2.S)

Psychology

MUSIC SURVEY

9369

/Ja{!,P

PSYCHOLOGY OF ADOLESCENCE

3 semester hours
9374
9375

Ps~'- 2110a (:2010)
Psy. :211 Ob

Feige11bau111
~. l-'0111 rnrntz

ii :OU- 7 :30 p.111.
7 :40-10 :10 p.111.

An examination of the nature of adolescence, as characterized by the group of
developmental problems (biological, psychological, and social in origin), typically
occuning during the second decade of life.
TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS

5 :00-6 :40 p.111.

Music activities and materials for nursery school , kindergarten, and primary
grades. Direct participation in singing a nd rhythmic activities, playing and
reading music with simple melody instruments, use of the autoharp, rhythm
instruments and recordings.

9376

Psy. 4200a ( 4000)

3 semester hours
A. Pomerantz

5 :00-7 :30 p.n1.

An introduction to concepts of psychological testing and a survey of various
instruments used in psychology to measure intelligence, aptitudes, achievement,
attitudes and personality.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL MUSIC EDUCATION
SEMINAR:

PROBLEMS IN CONTEMPORARY PSYCHOLOGY

2 semester hour s
Mus. 2310a
5 :00-6 :40 p. 111.
Music activities and materials for children in the elementary grades. Direct
particip ation in singing and rhythmic activities, playing and reading music with
simple melody instruments, use of the autoharp, rhythm instruments and recordings, use and evaluation of books and materials for music education on the
elementary and grade school leYel.

2 semester hours
9377
Psy. 4940a ( 4040)
Youtz
7 :40-10 :10 p .11!.
Limited to psychology majors in their senior term. A synthesis of students'
previous course work in psychology, with a considerat ion of sig nificant cul'Tent
deYelopments in theory, research, and practice.
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Special Education

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY OF THE DISADVANTAGED URBAN CHILD
,! se1nestrr hours
9386
1'!d. Ps.v. :J80:2a (.'li50:2)
Hart
7 :40-10 :10 p.111.
~ature an d develop111ent of the leam ing process for the inner-city chi ld;
Pmphasis on current research in ron1pensatory programs.
Prerequisite: Psy. 3801 or permission of instrnctor.

INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATION OF THE HANDICAPPED

3 semester hours
9378
9379
9380

Rp . Ed. :20.SJa
Rp. Eel. :2051b

Aniello
Bosnrr
Beard

Sp. Eel. :20::ilc

;) :00- I :30 ]).Ill.
;j :00- 7 :30 p.111.
7 :40-10 :10 p.111.

Early detection and proper care of all disabilities are considered in this course.
Etiology, diagnosis and prognosis, different treatments and remedial procedures
and their educational in1plications; basic educational procedures for the rnrious
disabilities. Visitations are made to obsene programs for the mentally and
physically handicapped .

Student Perso1111 el Services

GUIDANCE
:1 semester hours

9387

INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY OF THE HANDICAPPED
9381

Sp. Ed. :2052a

3 semester hours
estreich

,V

;j

:00-7 :30 p.111.

The psychology of all types of disa bilities, mental and physical. The degrees of
retardation, their causes and the concornmitant disorders of behavior. The
emotional and social adjustment of the physically handicapped. The psycholog·ical basis for appropriate education and care for all types of handicaps.
INTRODUCTION TO MENTAL RETARDATION

3 semester hours
9382

Sp. Ed . :215-!a

Barnhart

5 :00-7 :30 p.rn.

The biological and psychological aspects of mental sub-normality. A multidisciplinary approach employed to familiarize the student with the characteristics
of the major clinical syndromes in mental retardation.
INTRODUCTION TO ARTS AND CRAFTS FOR MENTALLY RETARDED
3 semester hours
9383

Sp. Ed. 4151a

;j

:00-7 :30 p.rn.

Meaningful and interesting manual activities for sequential skill denloplllent.
Projects are with wood, leather, plastics, metal, r·eramirs, basketry, cardboard ancl
"·eaving.
Educational Psychology

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
3 semester hours

9384
9385

Ed. Psy. :JSOla ( 3501)
Ed. Psy. 3801b

Fanelli

An analysis of learning theory and its application.
motivation, tests and measurements.
38

.'5 :00- 7 :30 p.m.
7 :40-10 :10 p.111.

Considers cognition,

S.P.S. 4900a ( Se<'. Ed . 4290)
Bachkai
7 :40-10 :10 p .rn.
The guidance progralll in the 111odem secondary school educational, vocational,
and personal guidance. Guidance techniques employing personal inventory,
occupational an d educational inforlllation, and counseling studied as ways to help
secondary pupils solve their problellls.

Early Childhood Education

SUMMER SESSION- UNION CAMPUS
DESCRIPTION OF GRADUATE COURSES
Graduate courses for summer session are scheduled for either three weeks or
six weeks. All courses lis ted below are six-week courses with the except ion of
course with nu111bers preceded by a dagger (t) or a double dagger (+) . A singll'
dagger (t) denotes a three-ll"eek course concluded fi-0111 .June 26 to July 14; a
double dagger (:j:) <lenotes a three-week course c·mHluded fro 111 Ju ly 17 to August
4. Three-ll"eek aml six-wePk course:-; "·i ll 111cPt '.\ [onclay thro ugh 1'~riday of each
\\'eek unless othen1·ise noted .
S tudents enrolled for the six-week summer session may take a maxim um of
three courses of nine semester hours of graduate cr edit. However, six semester
hours of graduate cr edit ar e recommended for most students.
The course description appears only at the firs t lis ting of any course e ithe r i11
intersession or summe r session. Pre re quisites, wh e r e intlicate d , always <1ppear
in the course clescriptio11 s.

Check Interdisciplinary listings if des ired course does not appear under
general headings.
Communication Sciences
R eacli11g

CLINICAL PRACTICES IN THE DIAGNOSIS AND CORRECTION
OF READING DISABILITIES (Part I)
0101

3 semester hours
Andrews
C.S. 5415a (546.15)

BUILDING READINESS FOR LEARNING IN THE PRIMARY GRADES
0105

'' 5 :45-7 :50 p.m.
Curricular proble111s related to r eadiness for learning and possible solutions:
recogn izing nnd ernluating t he r eadiness of ch il dren; promoting understandings,
ski lls and attitudes in the la 11guage ,rrts, nu111erical co11111mnication, social and
natura l sc iences all(] aesthl't i<' expPriP1wes. E 11 1phasis on the teacher as change
agent in the <'lassr oom.
Educational Arts and Sys tems
G en e ral Ele m e ntary

GUIDANCE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
0106

11 :00 a.111.-12 :20 p.n1.
The study of guidance sen·ices p r o1·ided by an elementary school both with
a n or ganized guidance depart 111ent an<l with no organized assistance. The nature
of ind ividual and gro up gui d:rncc ::;el'l'ices. The use of data availab le for case
studies. Organization of specia l seniccs. Relationship of specialists to staff.
Community services that 111a~· sel'\'e the school. Relationship (teacher, ch ild,
parent, ad111inistration ) invo h-Pfl in the funct ioni ng of guidance ac.tivities.

3 semester hours

11 :00 a.111.-12 :20 p .rn.

CLINICAL PRACTICES IN THE DIAGNOSIS AND CORRECTION
OF READING DISABILITIES (Part II)

0107

Andrews

12 :30-1 :50 p.m .

A laboratory approach to the correct ion of readmg disabilities with ma~or
e111phasis on identification and instructional procedure mvolved 111 specific readmg
difficulties. Correct11·e 111~tru et10n with p upils in need of such help. Additional
hours required to be spent in 1rnrk ing with a child, arranged at the convenience
of the student.
Prerequisite: C.S . 5415.

t E.A.S . 5088a (511.88)

Prei l
8 :00-10 :50 a.Ill .
Group or individ ual in\'estigations of rn r io us problems in elementary ed ucation. E .A .S. 5088 is p r Preq ui site to E.A.S. 508~.
Ele m e ntary Curriculum a11cl Me thods

ADVANCED ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM
3 semester h ours

3 semester hours
C.S . .5416a ( 546.16)

3 semester hours
E.A.S . 5070a (54.J..40)
Polglaze

SEMINAR IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION I

A study of clinical practices in diagnosing fa ilure in r eading and in improving
re111edial instruction. Students administer, score and interpret various tests,
eo111pile case records and p lan individual progra111s in reading.
Prerequisite: C.S. 5410.

0102

3 semester hours
KC . 5220a (520.20)
Dumais

0108

E.A.S. 5100a (510.12)

Resnick

8 :00-9 :20 a.m.

A brief history of the evolution of curriculu111 in the elementary school as
background for the study of cun:ent facto rs which influence curricu lum development. Ed ucational theory, knowledg·e of child development and social and
econom ic factors related to present curriculu m practices. Influence of materials
of instruction, community forces and group pressures. Principles and methods
of p lan ning educationa l programs deYeloped. '.\Iet hods of developing criteria
explored .

R e m ecliation

REMEDIATION IN BASI C SKILLS
3 semester hours
0 103
0104

C.S. 5600a (511.80)
C.S. :i600b

Eisenhardt
Eisen hardt

SEMINAR IN ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS

9 :30-10 :50 a.11 1.
11 :00 a .111.-12 :20 p .111.

Designed to increase the effecti 1·eness in the teaching of basic skills to children
requiring remed ial assistance. E111phasis on informal diagnosis, followed by
remediation of the various sk ill ~.
40

3 semester hours
5132a (511.28)
Coulter
8 :00-10 :50 a.m.
Curriculu m de1·elop 111ent, learning resources and promising pr oposals for the
teaching of mathematics.

0109

+E.A.S.

Monday, Tuesday and Thursday evenings.
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0110

CHILDREN'S LITERATURE
3 semester hours
E.A.S. 5140a (511.50)
Salt

Eng li sh
Lan g uage

11 :00 a.111.-12 :20 p.111.

A survey of traditional and modern stories, poems, plays and inforniational
materials for chi ldren. :U,·tho<ls of helping rhildren to use an<l enjov literature.
Educational Policy Sci ences

FOUNDATIONS OF GRADUATE STUDY IN EDUCATION
3 semester hours
0111
0112
0113
0ll4
0115

E.P.S.
E.P.S.
E.P.S.
E.P.S .
E.P.S.

5000a (500.01)
5000h
5000c
500lld
5000e

Tehie
Tehie
Wilkins
Wilkins

8 :00- 9 :20 a.111.
9 :30-JO :,50 a . Ill.
11 :00 a.111.-12 :20 p.lll.
12 :30- 1 :50 p.111.
" 5 :45- 7 :50 p.111.

Administration ancl S upe r vision

0116
011 7

SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION: THEORY AND PRACTICE
3 semester hours
Hancock
12 :30-1 :50 p .m.
E.P .S. 5117a (501.17)
E.P.S. 5117b
'' 5 :45-7 :50 p .m.

Overview of the development, purpose and organization of supervisory
programs. Special emphasis on theory and practice of educational leadership
as it applies to current in-senice educational proble111s.
THEORY AND PRACTICE OF CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
3 semester hours
9 :30-10 :50 a.rn.
0118
E .P. S. 5118a (501 .18)
Polglaze

Approaches and trends. The role and effect of various policy-making,
adm inistrative and supervisory personnel on curriculu m innovation, change and
eva luation.
PUBLIC SCHOOL FINANCE
3 semester hours
E.P.S. 5135a (501.35)
Hancock

8 :00-9 :20 a.m.
Challenge to the school administrator to achieve satisfactory_ educational goals
without overstraining the economic resources of the community. Designed to
provide both theory and practical experience in the fisca l . managem~nt of public
schools with particular en1phasi,; on state and federal aid, budgetmg, machme
and computer accounting and safeguarding of funds.
0119

0120

INSTRUCTIONAL THEORY AND APPLICATION
3 semester hours
8 :00-10 :50 a.rn.
+E.P.S. 5140a (572.70)
Lorusso

NEW PERSPECTI VES OF LANGUAGE STUDY
3 semester hours
0121
Eng. 5100a (511.60)
Thomason
ll:OOa.111 .-12:20p.m .
An inductive approach to the study of the English language, together with a
brief account of the historical antecedents of present-day linguistics. Em phasis
is given to the ana lysi~ of i111portant gra111111atir:il de,·irrs hased on modrrn
scientific study of language.
Figures

SHAKESPEARE , THE MAN, HI S TIMES AND HI S LITERATURE
3 semester hours
0122
Eng-. 5450a ( 562.50)
Scotto
11 :00 a.rn .-12 :20 p.m.
A eritical study of selected works of Shakespeare. In addition attention given
to the :intecedents of Elizabf't han dranrn, the Elizabethan theatre a nd its conwntions and the society and rultur!' for whi ch thf' plays wf're produced.
Ge nre

POETRY AND THE POETIC EXPERIENCE
3 semester hours
0123
Eng. 5540a (562.RO)
Thomason
12 :30-1 :50 p.m .
The fo r m and content of poetry fro1u many periods and all continents considered both in terms of the creafo·e processes and purposes of the author and
in ter111s of the resultant structured af'sthetie experiences of hi s audience.
S p eech ancl Theatre A rts

CREATIVE DRAMA
3 semester hours
0124

ii615a ( 56:2.60)
Fr~·
8 :00-9 :20 a.m.
An aesthetic <le,·elop111 ental process deYised to free the participant to create
in the dramatic mode, both indiYidually and with others, while drawing on any
other pertinent art form. Creativity with 1110\'e111ent, Yoice, ti111ing·, color, sound,
light, 111ass, space and language experienced. Rich variety of stimuli proYided
which encourage inYolve111ent, persona l growth and effect iveness.
Fine Arts
Ge ne ral

INTERRELATEDNESS OF THE ARTS
3 semester hours
0125
❖ F .A. 5010a (561.17)
Howe
11 :00 a.m .-12 :20 p.m .
The similarities and differences existing bet\veen art forms, ,·isual and nonvisual, separated in epoch and geographical location. Also the relationship
between the 111an:v art fon11s growing out of the di,·er se stimulation of a singlf'
cultural setting.
Two-Dim e n sional Me clia

Critical exam ination of theories of instruction, models and conceptual structures underlying present day practices in teachi ng in schools and other institutions
in our society. Emphasis on keeping current praetices congruent with current
research and knowledge :ihout teaching- learning relationships that help
individuals realize their fu ll human potential, physiologically, emotionally,
intellectually and creatively. ::'11eets requ irenwnts for secondary certification and
Adm inistration and Supervision .
,, Monday, Tuesday and Thursday evenings.

PRINTMAKING
3 semester hours
0126
F.A . .'i220a (561.73)
Tues. & Thurs. 8 :00-11 :30 a.111.
Standard methods of printmaking intaglio, relief, planographic and stencil.
Emphasis upon innovation and combination of 111ethods. Aesthetic considerations
relating to printmaking as an art for111.
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❖ Meets fo undations / genend education require111e11ts.

Interdi sciplinary Programs

Crafts

B e havioral Scie11 ces- ( Ge11 e ral)

CERAMI CS

FAMILY LIFE

3 semester hours
:\Ion. & Wed . 8 :00-11 :30 a.n1.
0127
F.A. 5400a ( 561.72)
Hand building and thP potter's wheel. Kiln stacking and firing of electric,
gas and wood-fired ki lns. Compounding glazes and de\·elopnient of glaze exper illlents. Earthenwar e and stoneware.
TEXTILES

0 132

~

3 semester hours
J.D . 5030a (570.65)
Strauss

9 :30-10 :50 a.Ill.

Traditional concepts and expPctations attached to ll!aniage and family living
re-examined in tPrnls of the in1paet and denian(1s of contemporary life. Changes
in rnle patterns; the status of 11·0111e11; thild rearing practices; attitudes toward
lllale-female relationship; effect of 11iass co11111mnications systems; proliferation
of sen-ire agencies; rxparnlerl fu1wtion~ of the school.

3 semester hours

i\fon. & Wed . 8 :00-11 :30 a.n1.
0128
F.A. 5420a (561.74)
Development of both design ing ability in woven, dyed, printed and decorative
fabrics and awareness of aesthetic and structural qua lities of old and conten1porary textiles. Use of two, four and eight-harness loollls, investigation and use
of natural and commercial d:ves, characteristics of natura l and s:vnthetic fibers.
Health and Physical Education
Outcloor Eclucation

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF OUTDOOR EDUCATION
3 semester hours
8 :00-10 :50 a.m.
Benson
t P.Ed. 5850a (555.50)

0129
Principles and philosophies of outdoor education and conservation in public
education. Historic onrview of programs in the United States with the movement in New Jersey emphasi1.ed.
History ( See also Interdisciplinary Studies)

Conte mpornry Civiliz atio 11-(Ge11 e ral)

EDUCATION AND <.:ONTEMPORARY CIVILIZATION

3 semester hours
0 133
'i\' elrh
11 :00 a.m.-12 :20 p.m.
~ I.D. 5100a (580.10)
Study of the cultural pattems of the world and their importance to educators.
Modern educat ional practices \'iewcd as part of the fabric of a society, minoring
its concerns and rnlucs. Anal:vsis of skills necessary for understanding conte111porary civilization and prartier in developing these skills.
Humaniti es-(Ge ne ral)

EDUCATION AND THE HUMANITIES

01 34-

~

3 semester hours
I.D. 5200a (560 .JO)
Currier

8 :00-9 :20 a.Ill.

An examination of the hu111anities and their relernnce to education and to the
conditions of 111odern nian anrl the niodern ,rnrlr1. 'rhe humanities considered in
the ir h istoric function as the liberating stu(1ies as well as in thei r importance
within the structure of contemporary education.

A,ne rican

THE AMERICAN SCENE : THE FORMATIVE YEARS

0130

§

t

3 semester hours
Hist. 5300a ( .'i65.45)
Luscombe

SEMINAR IN THE HUMANITIES

3 semester hours
9 :30 a.rn.-12 :20 p.m.

0135

§ I.D. 5288a ( 560.88)

Inquiry into the origin of American institutions and values as found in the
settlement, growth and achievement of independence of the British-American
colonies. Particular emphasis upon interacting influences of heritage and
environment with attention to popular uprisings and conflicts.

Wilber
11 :00 a.m.-12 :20 p.m.
An interdisciplinary study of the arts in terms of the cultures that produced
the111 and in terms of our own tinies. The arts interpreted as man's means of
defining and communicat ing his attitudes and values, understandable to all
without limitations of ti111e or space.

THE HISTORY OF BLACKS IN AMERICA

1972 NEWARK STATE COLLEGE TOUR

3 semester hours
9 :30 a.m.-12 :20 p.m .
Rice
~ t Hist. 5305a ( S73.40)
0131
The investigation of the particular contributions of blacks to the development of the United States and the effects of a multifaceted national development
upon them. From African roots through the evolving political, econom ic, social
and cultural role of blacks in America. Emphasis on the slave system, the era of
Jim Crow and the origins and impact of the mid-twentieth century Black
Revolution.

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION : TRAV EL IN EUROPE

§ Meets foundations/genera l education req uirements.

44

6 semester hours

0136

§ I.D. 5310a (581.53)
Mrs. Bartlett
J uly I-August 14 ( 45 days)
The 1972 annual Newark State College European Tour combines study at
Oxford University and in London with travel in Britain and on the Continent.
The 3-week seminar in England, offered in co-operation with The Association
for Cultural Exchange, is followed by a comprehensive but unhun ied itinerary
including Paris, Rome, F lorence, and Venice.

§ Meets fo undations/general education requirements.
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Enrolln1ent is li111itecl lo l.'i .
Exchange ( $3) is requirecl.

Membership i11 Thr Association for Cultural

COMPUTER DIGITAL COMPUTATION ALGORITHMS

The expected cost of the 197:2 tour i:; $1,850, subject to revision upon publication of 1972 tariffs. The price includes transatlantic jet flight, transportatio11
and sightseeing abroad, room a11d n1eals ( except lu11ch), tips, and special features.
In England, tour member:; live in student quarte1·s at Li11coln College, Oxford,
and at Canterbury Hall, London. (No pri\·ate baths are available.) On the
Continent, accommodation is nt rentrally located first-dass hotels in t\\'in-bedded
rooms with private bath. Continental breakfast is provi<lerl nnd fu ll-coursr
dinners are taken at ex<·ell Pnt rc;;taurants.
Application for registration shou ld be lllade as early as possible. After
March 15 acceptance cannot he guaranteec1. Application should be accompa11ied
by a check for $200 drawn to Paulsen Travel Bureau, and a separate check for
$3, payable to The Association for Cultural Exchange. A payment of $600 is
due on April 1, 1972, and the ba lance is payable on ~Iay 15.
Requests
made to the
Kew Jersey
Director of

Co mpute r Science

for further informatio11 and application for registration should be
Tour Director, :Hrs. Mary ~I. Bartlett, 226 Park Street, Montclair,
07042 (Telephone: 201-746-862:2), or to Mr. Charles J. Longacre,
Field Services, Newark Rtate College, Union, New .T ersey 07083.

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES: THE ROOTS OF THE AMERICAN EMPIRE

(i

se1nester hours

Garb
8 :00 a.m.-12 :20 p.m.
Analyses of 111athernatiral functions and their nun1erieal algorithms generated
by floll'-chm·ling program111ing and preparing progra111s to be processed on an
electronic digital romputer. Im·estigations of different base systems. Error
analysis. Applications of algorith111ic 111odes pertaining to mathematics. Field
trips to business, industry and resParch renters.
0 140

\I }Iath. 5901-,':i90:2a (591.21-2:2)

Music
Hi story and Lite ratu.r e

CHORAL MASTERWORKS

3 semester hours
Mus. 5210a ( .')63.81)
Golub
8 :00-9 :20 a.Ill.
Introduces the general student to a significant body of ·music literature and
permits the experienced music ~tudent to 111akc a more intensive study of compositions presented. Selected works offered for study, using both text or music and
recordings.
01 4 1

~

3 semester hours
MUSIC IN HISTORY II

~

I.D ..5900a (597.08)
]\fayer
9 :30-10 :50 a.m.
A study of selected topics in A111erican diplomatic history through a critical
study and ana lysis of the literature. En1phasis will be placed upon the social,
psychological and economic forres that made the Fnited States a world power.
0137

Mathematics
Basic Courses

01 4 2

~

3 semester hours
}Ius. 521:2a ( 563.12)

" 8 :00-10 :05 p.rn.
The contribution of the major ro111antic, impressionistic and contemporary
composers studied through representative compositions. Each music illustration
interpreted in terms of the social, political and cultural life of the period in
which it was created. PrerequisitP: }fos. :')21 J.

APPLICATIONS OF MATHEMATICS
0138

3 semester hours
Math. 5000a (591.14)
Zoll

TRENDS IN CONTEMPORARY MUSIC

8 :00-9 :20 a.111.

Designed primarily to show applications of secondary school and early college
mathematics to other fields of study such as physics, astronomy, navigation,
architecture, carpentry, etc.

3 semester hours
0143

§ ~Ius. 5240a ( 563.85)

Golub
9 :30-10 :50 a.Ill.
Contemporary music in its Yal'ious forms. Special emphasis on innovations
in form and expression in thr \\'Orks of composers since Wagner. Music considered
as a cultural element of its time and studied in its social and historical context.

Probability and Stati stics

STATISTICAL METHODS FOR DESCRIBING AND ANALYZING DATA

3 semester hours
9 :30-] 0 :50 a.Ill.
Zoll
Math. 550Ua (591.25)
The first of a two-course sequence designed to give graduate students with
lllinimal preparation in mathe111atics an understanding of those concepts and
operations needed for interpreting statistical statements in test manuals, research
1·eports and similar literature; some facility in computing measures of central
tendency, variability and correlation; the abi lity to interpret and use normal
curve tables.

01 39

§ Meets foundations / ge1 ,end education require111ents.

46

" Monday, Tuesday and Thursday eYenings.
§ Meets foundations / general education requirements.
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Psychology
Developme ntal
THE DEVELOPMENTAL STUDY OF CHILDREN

POST SUMMER SESSION

MUSIC EDUCATION INSTITUTE
Professor Jack Platt , Coorcli11ator

0146

Graduate and undergraduate credits-lin1ited enrollment
August 7-17

014,7

KODALY MUSIC WORKSHOP

0951
0601

I.D. 5600f (510.62)-Graduate
::\fus. 4970a-Undergraduate

3 semester hours

0148

3 semester hours
Golden
;,Iilncr
Haslalll

§ Psy. 5110a ( 570.:n)
§ Psy. 5110h
§ Psy. 5110c

Advanced comse offering a critical analysis of an investigation into the nature
of human development. Designed to develop a mature understanding of how to
work effectively with children in conten1porary society, including its schools. '£he
importance of the deYeloplllent of empathy and empathic relationships.

Study of Kodaly method, philosophy and 1nethodology in music teaching.
Faculty: Katinka Daniel, Aden Lewis, Beatrice K lingalllan .
0952
0602

ORFF MUSIC WORKSHOP
I.D. 5600g (510.62)-Gra<luate
::\'Ius. 4980a-Undergraduate

014,9
3 selllester hours

Study of Orff appronch to music teaching.
Guest Lecturer: Elizabeth Nichols.
MIDDLE GRADES GENERAL MUSIC WORKSHOP

0953
0603

I.D. 5600h (510.62)-Graduate
ll1us. 4990a-Undergraduate
3 selllester hours
Study of current and successful methods of classroolll music presentation in middle grades.
Elias Zareva, Coordinating Supervisor.
Consultants: Dr. Simon Anderson, Virginia Hageman, and others to
be announced.
College residence available.
Written application to reserve space should he received prior to
r egistration date.
For information, application and r egistration contact Music Department, 527-2107.

CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL PROBLEMS

3 semester hours
0144
11 :00 a.m.-12 :20 p.111.
§ Pol. Sci. 5020a ( 583.20)
Israel
An analysis of the major .\merican political problems and issues.

0145

0150
0151

A study of the classics of political science from pre-Platonic tillle to the
present with emphasis upon the individual author and· his attempt to define and
solve political questions of his time.
§ Meets foundations/genera l education r equirements.
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§
§

t

TESTS AND MEASUREMENTS
3 semester hours
P sy. 5230a ( 572.25)
Mercer
9 :30-10 :50 a.m.
Psy. 5230h (for Guidance and Education Majors)
Healy
8 :00-10 :50 a.m.

The principles of measurelllent underlying test construction and use. The
aims of testing, an understanding of basic statistical procedures, problems of test
adm inistration, scoring and interpretation and the importance of test reliability,
validity, norms and research. The range of tests currently available and the
planning of testing progra!lls.
Prerequisite: Psy. 3000 Psychological Statistics or permission of instructor.
Specialized Areas: Th eore tical ancl Experi111.e11tal

§

t

ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
3 semester hours
Psy. 5310a ( 572.50)
Youtz

8 :00-10 :50 a.m.

A presentation of psychological concepts basic to the educational aspects of
growth and development with reference to critical examination of theories and
principles of learning as applied to the field of education. Applications made
to the major problems in this field by evaluation of recent research and trends
in modern psychology.

0153
9 :30-10 :50 a.rn .

9 :30-10 :50 a.m.

Experiment ancl Measurement

READINGS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE

3 semester hours
§ Pol. Sci. 5030a (583.30)
Kahn

~

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY OF ADOLESCENCE
3 semester hours
Psy. 5120a (572.12)
X. Harris

Current issues and related theory an~ research in the social psychology of
adolescence. Personality and cognitive development, the peer group and parentyouth relationships, socio-political action, the disadvantaged youth, the role of
the educational institution in adolescent deYelopm ent.

0152

Political Science

8 :00- 9 :20 a.Ill,
11 :00 a.m.-12 :20 p.111.
" 5 :45- 7 :50 p.m.

LEARNING THEORY AND APPLICATIONS
3 semester hours
12 :30-1 :50 p.m.
Psy. 5320a (572.17)
Golden

Major concepts and theories of learning. Interrelation of learning and factors
in motivation; underlying learning principles; learning technology and applications in educational setting.
Prerequisite: Psy. 2100 Child Psychology or permission of instructor.
" Monday, Tuesday and Thursday even ings.
§ Meets foundations/general education r equirements.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINICAL CASE STUDIES-PRACTICUM

Personality D y namics

THEORIES OF PERSONALITY

3 semester hours
0154

§

t Psy.

H. Roth

5510a (572.?)1)

3 semester hours
Psy. 5870a ( 572.66)
Scire

0159

8 :00-10 :50 a.111.

Various systematized conceptualizations of personality theories. Psychoanalytic theories of personali ty, field theory, learning theories, phenomenological
and existentia l theories of personality. Each theoretical orientation applied to
personality and behavioral assess111ent in practica l living and professional
relationship. Not open to stu dents who have completed a basic course in personality theory.
ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY AND ITS EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

Sociology, Anthropology and Social We lfare

PATTERNS OF ETHNIC DOMINANCE

3 semester hours
0155

§

t Psy.

5520a ( 572.44)

R. Roth

9 :30-10 :50 a .m.

The adnmcerl student in school psychology has an opportunity to make
elinical case studies under ~upervision. He is guided in an appropriate selection
of tests. He writes the clinical report, taking into account reports of other
specialists. He makes educationa l and referral recommendations. The student
attends case conference with other professionals a.nd gains competence 111
providing the psychologica l contribut ion to the case study.
Prerequ isites: Psy. ;"5550 and 5840 or perm ission of psychology adv isor.

3 semester hours

8 :00-10 :50 a .Ill.

The symptoms, conb-ibuting factors, dynamics and treat111ent of emotional and
behavioral disorganizations considered in terms of their overt 111anifestations and
their underlying psychological, biological and social meaning. Emphasis given
to psychosis, neuroses and personality disorders. ~ ot open to students who have
completed a basic course in abnormal psychology.

~

0 16 0

Soc. 5300a

Hutchinson

11 :00 a.m .-12 :20 p .m.

A co111parativc study of society-wid~ systems of differentiated opportunity
based on color, religion or c·ulture. A critica l ana lysis of conflict, accommodation
ancl assimi lation in 111ajorit)'-111i nority relations.
Prerequisites: Three hours of Sociology or Anthropology or permission of
instructor .

BEHAVIOR DISORDERS OF CHI LDREN
S pecia l Education and Individua lized Se rvices

3 semester hours
0156

Psy. 5550a (572.42)

Scire

8 :00-9 :20 a.rn.

Major topics and issues related to child pathology. Behavior disorders viewed
as reactive, organic or a combination of the hrn. Etiology, symptoms and
prognosis studied from the point of view of pS)'Choanalytic interpretation with
supplementary contributions from learning theory and theories stressing possible
constitutiona l components in each di~order.
Prerequisites: Psy. 5110 and Psy. 5520 or permission of instructor.

Ge11 eral

PHYSIOLOGICAL BASES OF LEARNING
:-i semester hours
0161

ADV AN CED SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY
01 6 2

3 semester hours

11 :00 a.111.-12 :20 p.rn.
Major theories and cun-ent research on social interaction. Interpersonal
attraction, hostility and perception; attitude formation and attitude change; interdependence in groups, group pressures and conformity, intergroup relationships.
§ Psy. 5610a (572 .10)

Strauss

INDIVIDUAL MENTAL TESTING:

WECHSLER-PRACTICUM
3 semester hours

Psy. 5830a (572.29)

Peckham

9 :30-10 :50 a.rn.

Administration, scoring and interpretation of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale
fo r Children and the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale with an introduction to
individu al clinical assessment. Each stu dent required to develop competence in
the use of these intelligence scales and other clinical instruments.
§ Meets fo undations/general education requirements.
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9 :30-10 :50 a.m .

3 semester hours
Sp. Ed. 5010a (540.20)
Gasorek

8 :00-9 :20 a.m .

The psychology of all types of exceptionality; mental, physical, emotional and
socia l. All deviances, their etiologies, treatment and educational strategies. The
psychological implications of these dev iations anrl the role of the special edu cation
teacher in helping the individual.
PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING
3 semester hours

Clinical Proceclures

0158

Gaza

PSYCHOLOGY OF THE HANDICAPPED

Social Psychology ancl Group Processes

0157

Sp. Eel. 5000a (540.:22)

Comprehensive study of thl' central nc1Tous system, both basic and applied.
Basic elements of rnrious appropriate disciplines integrated, providi ng insight
into the bases of learning anrl disorders of learning.

01 63

Sp. Ed. 5050a (572.21)
Gaza
11 :00 a.m.-12 :20 p.m.
Investigation of the theoretical basis underlying clinical tests of intellectual
abi li ty, aptitudes and adjustments. Current trends in psychological testi ng
exa111ined and ern luated against a background of historical developments in this
field. Emphasis on educat ional implications of various test protocols. Opportunities pro,·ide for ob ervation of test p r ocedures and practices in adm inistration of those clinical tests most freq uently employed in an educational
environment.
~

l\Ieets foundations / genera l Nlucation requirements.
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SUPERVISED EXPERIENCE WITH EMOTIONALLY
DISTURBED AND SOCIALLY MALADJUSTED
3 semester hours
By Appointment
Sp. Ed. 5360a (510.60)
F isher

Mental Retardation

PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT FOR
TEACHERS OF THE MENTALLY RETARDED
3 semester hours
0164
Frankel
9 :30 a. n1.-12 :20 p.m.
t Sp. Ed. 5110a (541.10)

Current trends in curriculum development for the 1nentally retarded rev iewed
and evaluated in light of research dealing with the nee<ls and characteristics of
such children at different 111aturation levels. Principles of cun iculu111 development applied to the building of a functiona l rurriculun1.
ARTS, CRAFI'S, AND DEVELOPMENTAL ACTIVITIES
FOR THE RETARDED
3 semester hours
0165

Sp. Ed. 5120a (541.20)

9 :30-10 :.'iO a.n1.

The role of arts and crafts in a program for the retarded . Emphasis on
development of sequential activities commensurate with the abilities of the
children.

0169

Designed to provide understanding of purposes and functions of various
community agencies which educate disturbed and maladj usted children. Sever al
such agencies visited. Each student a:;signed to work in an agency for a minimum
of 150 hours in or der to experience 1nore thoroughly its approach. Open to
matriculated degree students by prearrangement. Does not fulfill student teaching
requirement.
Learning Disabilities

0170

INTERNSHIP FOR LEARNING DISABILITIES SPECIALIST
3 semester hours
9 :00 a.m.-2 :00 p.m.
Gazor ek
Sp. Ed. 5490a (510.62)

For students in the graduate planning program or non-degree study leading
to approva l as learning disabilities specialist, who have completed all other
requirements. Students par ticipate in the team process, educational diagnosis,
remediation and consultation .
Prer equisite: Permission of learn ing disabilities advisor.

Speech Pathology and Audiology

ADVANCED CLINICAL PRACTICE IN SPEECH PATHOLOGY I AND II
4 semester ho urs
01 66

Sp. Ed. 5227a-28a (543.27-28)

Heller

Tues. 9 :00-11 :50 a.m.
and 12 :30-2 :30 p.m.
Thurs. 9 :00-11 :50 a.m.
and 12 :30-2 :30 p .m.

Demonstration and practice with different types of speech handicapped
persons in diagnosis, referral to other specia lists and treatment procedures.
Designed esp ecially to give t he advanced student an opportunity to meet state
and ASHA certification r eq uirements in the area of supervised clinica l practicum.
5227-5228 must be taken concurrently.
Prerequisites: Sp. Ed . 3256 or 3257 Speech Pathology I or II or Sp. Ed.
4260 Speeeh Pathology ( D.F.S.).

Student Personnel Service s

PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURES OF COUNSELING
3 semester hours
8 :00-9 :20 a.m.
S.P.S. 5950a (544.50)
Valla

0171

I ntensive and extensive exposure to various approaches to counseling, in
addition to fi lms, ta pes, role-playi ng and class discussions, students will be
involved in counseling sessions with actual groups to be selected and established
by the student.
GROUP PROCESS IN GUIDANCE
3 semester hours
,:, Mon., J une 26 and July 10;
S.P.S. 5962a (544.62)
Valla
5 :45-7 :50 p.m.
Sat., July 8 and 15;
9 :00 a.m.-9 :00 p.m.
Sun., July 9 and 16;
9 :00 a.m.-9 :00 p .m.

0172

Emotionally D isturbed and Socially Maladjust ed

EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED CHILDREN IN THE CLASSROOM
3 semester hours

t

J. Rot h
Sp. E d. 5310a
8 :00-10 :50 a.m.
This course concerns itself with the inter action between the emotionally
distm·bed child and the classroom and its environment as a social system.
Emphasis is placed on socia l field theory, communication, and the school values
and mores as they are experienced by the emotionally distur bed and the classroom teacher .
0167

NATURE AND NEEDS OF THE EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED
AND SOCIALLY MALADJUSTED
3 semester hours

t Sp. Ed. 5321a (542.21)
J. Roth
8 :00-10 :50 a.m .
Identification and recognition of maladjusted children m a school setting.
Their nature and needs.

0168
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Major emphasis on achieving better understanding of the self , group, its
characteristics a nd components and the relationship of gr oup process to an
effective guidance progra m. May be taken without S.P .S. 5961.
Only by permission of Dr. Ward or l\Ir. Valla.

0173
0174

t

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION AND SERVICES
3 semester hours
8 :00-10 :50 a.m.
S.P.S . 5971a (544.71)
Presley
12 :30- 1 :50 p.m.
S.P.S. 5971b
Stone

The development of commun ity ser vice agencies to meet community needs and
ways of coordinating these services with schools. CmTent legislation, legal
implications; the techniques of community study and program develop ment.
" Monday, Tuesday and Thursday evenings.
~ Meets fo undations/general education req uirements.
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ADVANCED SEMINAR: RESEARCH IN STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES II
3 semester hours
0175
0176

Wa rd
S.P.S. 5999a (544.99)
Healy
S.P.S. 5999b
See Graduate Bulleti n, page 24.

" 5 :45-7 :50 p.m.
" 5 :45-7 :50 p .m.

GRADUATE SERVICE PROGRAM:
WORKSHOP IN ASTRONOMY FOR TEACHERS
4 se111eswr hour~
1.D. E5600a (510.62)
Zimm erman
M, W, Thu, & Fri.
11 :00 a.m.-12 :30 p.m.
at Union College,
Cranford, ~ew JerA study of heavenly bodies, solar
sey and
systems and th e sidereal un iverse,
Tu. 7 :30-10 :30 p.m.
with emphasis on the natm·e of
at Sperry Observaastronomical investigation.
tory, Union College,
Cn111fonl, X. J.

0182

PRACTICUM IN COUNSELING-GUIDANCE OR SOCIAL WORK
3 semester hours

S.P.S. 5980a (544.70)
Ward
* First Session 5 :00 p.m .
Appropriate supervised field work in one or two settings in guidance or social
work. Prerequisites: Sp. Ed. 5910, 5950, two other student personnel courses and
the permission of Dr. Wa 1·d.

0177

GRADUATE SERVICE PROGRAM:
WORKSHOP IN VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE AND
COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION
6 semester hours

GRADUATE DIVISION-SPECIAL WORKSHOPS
GRADUATE SERVICE PROGRAM:
THE BRITISH "OPEN CLASSROOM"-IMPLICATIONS OF INFORMAL
EDUCATION FOR UNITED STATES TEACHERS

0183

3 semester hours
,Joseph
8 :00- 9 :20 a.m.
0178
I.D. 5600a (510.62)
0179
11 :00 a.111.-12 :20 p. 111.
I.D. 5600h
This course presents opportunities to look at informal education in the British
Primar y Schools : philosophy, grou ping practices, team teaching, the role of
children, techniques for concept developm ent with implications for United States
teachers.
Open to teachers and administrators in Early Childhood Education, and
Early Childhood Graduate Students who have completed a minimum of nine
semester hours in early chi ldhood study.
Mrs. Jennifer Joseph is on the facu lty of Wall Hall College, Hertfordshire,
England where she tr ains nursery, infant and primary school teachers.

INSTITUTE FOR TEACHERS OF THE TRAINABLE MENTALLY
RETARDED
(To be held at the Woodbridge State School)

0180

" Monday, Tuesday and Thursday evenings.
Meets fo undations/general education requirements.

~
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9 :00 a.m.-4 :00 p.111.
First 4 weeks.

GRADUATE SERVICE PROGRAM :
WORKSHOP IN THEATRE ARTS
6 semester hours
0184
l. D. i'i600e (510.62) Burger, Murphy, Turick 8 :30 a.m .-12 :30 p.111.
This is an integrated eourse in which stud.e nts participate in the following
areas of theatrical production: costume, scenic design, lighting, acting, and
directing.
Included in the course of study will he a series of lectures and formal classes
aimed at developing traditional and exp erimenta l techniques in the several theatre
ar ts. Advanced work required for graduate rredit.
Practical workshop experience will be reinforced by field trips.

GRADUATE SERVICE PROGRAMS:

GRADUATE SERVICE PROGRAM:
LIFE DRAWING
3 semester hours
0181
~ I.D. 5600d
• 6 :00-8 :30 p.m.
A study of human form through drawing from life. The human form in the
expression of other cultures and our own.

Xoviek

Only with perm ission of Dr. Ward.

WORKSHOP IN INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS DESIGN
3 semester hours
~ t I.D. 5600c (510.62)
Parker
8 :00-10 :50 a.111.
A systems approach to the designs and implementation of instructional models
oriented to ma..ximizing student achievement. The major thrust of this workshop is the preparation, by students, of an individualized learning model which
would include goals and behavioral objectives; entry level and criterion tests;
performance criteria and a search of materials and media associated with the
goals and objectives of those instructional models. This workshop will assist
teachers in r esponding to current demands for accountability.

l.D. E5600h (510.62)

6 semester hours
Sp. Ed . E5130a (541 .30)
Bilowit
9 :30 a.m.-2 :30 p.m.
This institute will cover the latest educational and psychological techniques of working with the mentally retarded. The rationale for programs and curriculum will be established and the practical application of
these principles will be worked directly with the residents of the Woodbridge State School.
Students will r egister for the above course number plus an additional
course to he assigned by t he instructor. 5115 (541.15) or 5110 (541.10).
Prerequisites : Bachelor's degree plus the course Introduction to Education of the Handicapped, and by permission of instructor.
Applications may be secured from Dr. David Bilowit, Child Study
Center, Newark State College, Union, New Jersey 07083. .Applications
must be i·ece-ived prior to J-im e 1, 197:!.
0185

If

" Monday, Tuesday and Thursday evenings.
~ Meets fo undations/general education r equir ements.
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Chemistry

SUMMER SESSION- UNION CAMPUS

PRINCIPLES OF CHEMISTRY

Chern. 1000a

0307

UNDERGRADUATE COURSES

4 semester hours
Blount

9 :30 a.m.-12 :20 p.m.

A one-semester terminal course in the st111Cture of matter, the laws that
describe its transformations, and the theories that attempt to explain them, involves symbols, formulas, equations, and computations in the study of chemical
change, acids, bases, salts, solutions, and organic compounds. This course may
not be submitted as a prerequisite for advanced chemistry., courses or to meet
the chemistry requirements of a liberal arts science major.

Courses for the summer session are scheduled for either three or six
weeks. All courses listed below are for six weeks unless they are preceded
by daggers ( t) before their numbers. A single dagger ( t) denotes a threeweek course conducted from June 26-July 14, a double dagger (+) is for a
three-week course from July 17 to August 4. All day courses will meet
Mondays through Fridays unless otherwise noted; evening courses will meet
Mon., Tues., and Thurs.

Communication Sciences

The course description appears only at the first listing of any course
either in intersession or summer session. Prerequisites , where in,licated,
always appear in the course clescriptions.

Under the departmental reorganization plan, Communication Sciences
include audio-visual, library science and reading programs. Former course
numbers are shown in parentheses.

Courses now listed under Communication Sciences, Educational Arts and
Systems and Educt1tional Policy Sciences show their former numbers in
parentheses.

A single dagger ( t) denotes a three-week course conducted from June 26,July 14; a double dagger is for a three-week course from July 17-August 4.
Library

INTRODUCTION TO SCHOOL LIBRARY SERVICE

Biological Sciences

Biology 1000 is Prerequisite to All Other Biology Courses

0308

PRINCIPLES OF BIOLOGY
4 semester hours
DelVecchio
8 :00-10 :50 a.Ill.
Bio. 1000a
Bio. 1000b
Virkar
8 :00-10 :50 a.m.
Bio. 1000c
Del Vecchio-Virkar
11 :00 a.m.-1 :50 p.m.
The course introduces the student to the nature of living forms, their
interdependencies, and their adj ustments to their physical environment. The
fundamentals of structure and function dealt with in such primary processes
as respiration, digestion, circulation, excretion, the control systems, reproduction,
and heredity and variation of biological form through time.

0301
0302
0303

Bio. 2001a
Bio. 2001b

Linden
Linden

8 :00- 9 :20 a.m.
9 :30-10 :50 a.m.

Consideration of the problems generated by the discoveries in biology for
man and society; biological factors of race and races and their social implications;
problems due to man's persistence in overpopulation. Not open to Biology majors
for credit.
THE ECOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT AND MAN
4 semester hours
0306

Bio. 2601a

Schuhmacher

8 :00-10 :50 a.m.

3 semester hours
9 :30 a.m.-12 :20 p.m.
Holland
2010a (2100)
Techniques in the organization of materials for ready use are presented with
emphasis upon the Dewey Decimal System of _Classificat\on. Ele~entary iD:s~r?ction in the preparation of catalog cards, select10n of sub.1ect headmgs, acqrns1tion
and use of printed catalog cards, and organization of the card catalog.
0309

0310

+L.S.

BASIC REFERENCE AND BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SERVICES I
3 semester hours
9 :30 a.m.-12 :20 p.rn.
Temkin
t L.S. 3000a ( 3201)
BASIC REFERENCE AND BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SERVICES II

3 semester hours
0311

+L.S.

3010a (3202)

Temkin

9 :30 a.m.-12 :20 p.m.

A continuation of L.S. 3000, 1Yhich is prerequisite. Specialized reference
works and various types of reference materials in many subject areas are studied.
National and trade bibliography, bibliographic method and control, and actual
procedures in the construction of bibliographies.

A study of biological communities found in field, forest, pond and stream;
selected world biomes; distribution, classification, succession an_d adaptations of
organisms; problems of population ( including man), pollution, radiation,
conservation and multiple use of natural resources.
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9 :30 a.m.-12 :20 p.m.

FUNDAMENTALS OF CATALOGING AND CLASSIFICATION

SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF BIOLOGY
3 semester hours
0304
0305

t L.R. 2000a

3 semester hours
Weinstein
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BOOK SELECTION FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE
3 semester houl"s

t L.S. 4010a (4300)

0313

Schwartz

9 :30 a.m.-12 :20 p . m.

Techniques in selection and evaluation of children's and young people's
literature. l\fajor emphasis upon individual acquaintance with a broad cross~edion of ,1Yailablr 11rnterials throug-h exten8ive critical reading. Practice in the
art of story tf'lling and prPsentation of book talks. Selection and evaluation of
non-print media.
Reading

THE TEACHING OF READING IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
0314
0315
0316
0317

c.s. 3-lOOa (Belg.
c.s. 3400h
c.s. 3400c
c.s. 3400<1

3 semester hours
E(l. 3101)
~fayes
~Iayes
Sainz
Hoggard

8 :00- 9 :20 a .m.
9 :30-10 :50 a.rn.
12 :30- 1 :50 p.m.
, 5 :45- 7 :50 p.m.

ADVANCED READING TECHNIQUES
0318
0319

3 semester hours
C.S. 4400a (Rdg. Ed. 4102)
Proehlich
C.S. J400h
Young

11 :00 a.111.-12 :20 p.m.
'* 8 :00-10 :05 p .m.

Designed to study in depth current methods and materials for the teaching
of reading. Background of knowledge about the total field of reading is brnadened.
Learning to read, asses8111cnt of reading progress and reading in the content
areas are studied. Emphasis is placed on corrective techniques in practical classroom app li cation.
Prerequisite: C.S. 3JOO.
Media Technology

MEDIA AND TECHNOLOGY
3 seme8ter hours
0320
0321

SCHOOL LIBRARY ADMINISTRATION

3 semester hours
0312

+L.S.

4000a

Coachman

9 :30 a.m.-12 :20 p.m.

Organization of both the service and i_nstructional functions ~f the school
library, interrelating all aspects of the previous library science offermgs mto one
structural whole. Special attention to budgetary procedur~s, techmcal prncesses,
library program - including instruction in the usc of library, publicity, and
exhibit techniques, preparation of library reports, relationship with students,
faculty, and administration. Recent field experiences are used to gmde the development of the above areas.
L.S. 2000 is prerequisite.
(It is suggested that this course be taken as the last in the library sequence.)
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C.S. 4700a (El. Ed. 4701)
C.S. 4700h

Merlo
l\Iullen

8 :00- 9 :20 a.Ill.
11 :00 a.m .-12 :20 p.m.

General principles, problems and practices involved in the selection, utilization
and evaluation of audio-,·isual instructional media, materials, resources and
experiences. The preparation of teacher-made and student-made audio-visual
instruction materials. Practice in the operation and general care of audio-visual
equipment. Exposure to newer technologies and learning systems.
Early Childhood Education

CHILDREN'S LITERATURE IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
0322

KC. 3100a

2 semester hours
Salt

9 :30-10 :20 a.m.

The different techniques and merits of story-telling put into practice with
groups of children. Students learn to evaluate suitability of literature for various
age levels. They become familiar with good contemporary authors and illustrators
of children's books as well as the historical development of the literature for
young children.
" Monday, Tuesday and Thursday evenings.
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LANGUAGE ARTS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

5 semester hours
0323
E.C. 3110a
Lowe
8 :00-10 :40 a.m.
The development of language skills (speaking, reading, writing and listening)
in young children at va rious age levels; tE>chniques for providing a sound
language program for nursery-kindergarten-primary age children; development
of students' own skills in speaking, reading aloud and handwriting; examination
of important research in this area; evaluation and usE> of various methods and
materials of instruction.

Geology

SOLID EARTH ENVIRONMENTS
--l-

0328
0329

.K S. 1200:1
E.S. 1200h

0324
0325

E.C. 3200a
E.C. 3200b

METEOROLOGY

9 :00 a.m. 12 :10 p.m.

.,, 5 :45-10 :05 p.lll.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND THE EARLY CHILDHOOD CURRICULUM II
6 semester hours

* 5 :45-10 :05 p.m.
Continuation of E.C. 3200. Emphasis on the program for the primary grades
to include: various curricular approaches used in different school systems:
functional learning experiences for children of different ages, maturity levels
and abilities; the integration of subject areas such as social science, mathematics,
language arts, crafts, art, music and physical education ; understanding of the
parents' and child's points of view and the specific techniques and materials for
reporting to parents.
Prerequisite: E.C. 3200.
E.C. 4200a

Knight

INDUSTRIAL ARTS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

(See Music Education)
Earth and Planetary Environments

This program is designed to provide familiarity with marshland, estuarine and marine environments. Each course will carry four semester hours
undergraduate credit for E>ach four-week period and will be so scheduled
that the student will devote his entire day to the study of marine environments. Students will !iv<' at the N". J. Marine Science Consortium . They
will, then, learn the tools of marine scientists in the environment in which
they study.
COURSES: Students may elect the one-week non-credit course in scuba
diving prior to summer session and one course each four-week session.
Each credit course includes 45 hours each of lecture and laboratory work.
June 19-J une 23
Scuba Diving (no credit)
Methods of Chemica l Analysis of Marine Waters (1 credit)

First Session:

July 24-August 18
Marine Biology ( 4 credits)
Introduction to Oceanography ( 4 credits)
Introduction to Marine Fauna and Flora (4 credits)

Third Session:

Astronomy

COSMIC ENVIRONMENTS

4 semester hours
E.S. 1100a
E.S. EllOOa
At Union College, Cranfonl
At the Sperry Observatory
Union College, Cranford

NEW JERSEY MARINE SCIENCES CONSORTIUM

June 26-J uly 21
Introduction to Marine Sciences ( 4 credits)
Marine Biology (4 credits)
Marine Ichthyology ( 4 credits)

EARLY CHILDHOOD MUSIC EDUCATION

0801

semester hours

E.S. 1300n
Zois
8 :00-10 :50 a.m.
A non-matlw111atical study of the atmosphere, including meteorological instruments, the genera l circulation of the atmosphere, fronts and air masses, cyclones,
hurricanes, and the upper at1110sphere. Atmospheric phenomena discussed in
terms of structure and prediction. Option for E.S. 1100.

Second Session:

(See Industrial Studies)

0327

--l-

0330

The first part of a 12-semester-hour sequence showing the development of the
curriculum for children through the primary grades. New ai111s, approaches,
methods and materials derived from current knowledge and research in child
development. The history of curriculum development and recent trends. Study
and evaluation of techniques and materials that good teachers use in various
activities. Observation and participation in day care centers, nurseries and
kindergartens. Special emphasis on the use of art media and other creative
materials and on the interrelatedness of home and community.

0326

8 :00-10 :50 a.rn.
,., 5 :45-10 :05 p.m.

Meteorology

CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND THE EARLY CHILDHOOD CURRICULUM I

6 semester hours
Xg

semester hours
Rockman-:1\letz
Meyerson

8 :00-10 :50 a.m.

Zimmerman
M, W, Th, F 11 :00 a.rn.-12 :30 p.m.
Tues. 7 :30-10 :30 p.m.

,:, Monday, Tuesday and Thursday evenings.
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August 21-August 25
Dynamic Bea.ch Processes ( 1 credit)
Field Methods in Oceanography and Marine Biology (1 credit)

Fourth Session:

Apply by May 15 to Professor A. Lee Meyerson
Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences
Newark State College

'' Monday, Tuesday and Thursday evenings.
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0340
0341
0342

ENGLISH IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
3 semester hours
KA.S . 3110a (Rrlg. Eel. 3102)
Sainz
11 :00 a.m .-12 :20 p.m.
,:, 5 :45- 7 :50 p.rn.
J<~.A.S. 3110h
Susselrnan
J<-;.A.S. 31101·
Sus:;elrna11
* 8 :00-10 :05 p.nl.

0343
0344
0345
0346

MATHEMATICS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
,l se111P~ter hour~
E.A.S. 312Ua (Math. Ed. :-J:301)
Butcher
8 :00 a.rn.- 9 :20 a.rn.
E.A.S. 3120b
Orfa11
11 :00 a.111.-12 :20 p.m .
KA .S. 3120!'
Orfa11
12 :30- 1 :50 p.rn.
KA.S. 3120d
Seit,,.
* 8 :00-10 :05 p.lll.

0347
0348
0349
0350

SCIENCE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
3 se111ester hours
KA.S . 3130a (Sci. Ed. 3402)
Peters
9 :30-10 :50 a.m.
KA.S. 3130b
Lepp
11 :00 a.rn.-12 :20 p.m.
KA.S. 3130c·
Lepp
12 :30- 1 :50 p.m.
E.A.S. 3130d
Sack
'' 8 :00-10 :05 p.rn.

0351

TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
3 se111ester hours
KA.S. 3710a (R<lg. Ed. 2101)
Messerschmitt
* 8 :00-10 :05 p.m.

Economics

PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS I

3 semester hours
8 :00-9 :20 a.Ill.
Econ. 1100a
* 5 :45-7 :50 p.m.
Econ. 1100b
The American economy; aggregate economics with emphasis on the relationships of income, consumption, savings and investment; money and banking,
economic growth and the role of government.

0331
0332

PRINCIPLES OF ECONOMICS II

3 semester hours
11 :00 a.111.-12 :20 p.rn.
Econ. 1110a
'' 8 :00-10 :05 p .m.
Econ. 1110b
The allocation of resources and distribution of income through the price
system with emphasis on the American economic system . May be taken concurrently with Econ. 1100.

0333
0334,

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

3 semester hours
" 5 :45-7 :50 p.m.
Econ. 2200a
A brief survey of development theories. Problems and factors of economic
development. Case studies of underdeveloped countries.

0335

Management Science (formerly Applied Economics )

Analysis of the proble111s i11Yolved in English instruction where English is a
second language. Ethnic and linquistic backgrounds of children for whom
English is a seconLl language.

PRINCIPLES OF ACCOUNTING I

0352
0353
0354

SOCIAL STUDIES IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
3 semester hours
t E.A .S. 4140a (S.S.Ed. 4201)
Froude
8 :00-10 :50 a.m.
+E.A.S. 4140b
Froude
8 :00-10 :50 a.rn.
E.A.S . 4140<·
Young
" 5:45- 7:50 p.m.

0355
0356
0357

SECONDARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM AND METHODOLOGY
3 semester hours
E.A.S. 4502a (Sec.Ed. 4060a)
H errick
8 :00- 9 :20 a.m.
E.A.S. 4502b
Herrick
9 :30-10 :50 a.m.
E.A.S. 4502e
Esposito
" 5 :45- 7 :50 p.m.

3 semester hours

" 8 :00-10 :05 p.m.
:\1gt. Sci. 2100a (A.E. 2100)
Ari introduction to accounting concepts and principles involved in financial
reports or proprietorships, partnerships and corporations including the techniques of debit and credit, trial balances, adjustments and statements.

0336

MARKETING
0337

3 semester hours
Mgt. Sci. 3020a (A.E. 2100)

* 5:45-7:50p.rn.

A general introduction to the field of marketing. Consumer goods and
industrial goods, product development, channels of distribution, advertising and
promotion, nnd pricing.

Survey of secondary school curriculum, p lanning techniques, general methods
of instruction and evaluation.

Educational Arts and Systems

Educational Policy Sciences

Educational Arts and Systems includes elementary and secondary curriculum,
methods, and field ercperieuces.
A single dagger ( t) denotes a three-week course conducted from June 26July 14, a double dagger is for a three-week course from July 17 to August 4.

Educational Policy SciPn1·eK includes educational foundations courses.
INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATION
3 semester hours
0358
KP.S . 2000a ( Sec.Ed. 2250)
Franklin
11 :00 a.m.-12 :20 p.m.

ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM AND METHODOLOGY

An invitation to students to consider the nature, aims and methods of education particularly in the light of their own school and social experience. Emphasis
throughout on the major problems and opportunities of the present and future.
Every effort made to involvr participants actively, in class and ou t, in the theory
and practice of education .

0338
0339

3 semester hours
Foskey
E.A.S. 3100a (El. Ed. 3001)
Foskey
E.A.S. 3100b

'' Monday, Tuesday and Thursday evenings.
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9 :30-10 :50 a.m .
• 5 :45- 7 :50 p.rn.

" Monday, Tuesday and Thursday evenings.
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HISTORY OF EDUCATION
0359

WORLD LITERATURE

3 semester hours
E.P.S . 4010a (Sec.Ed. -1-210)
Franklin

8 :00-9 :20 a.Ill.
Consideration of education as a clynalllic institution in the culture of \Ve ·tern
Civilization from Greek beginnings to contelllporar_v Amer ica. Traced within a
total historical context whirh includes geography, influential leadership and other
clevelopn1ental facto r · whic h are often the deep roots of evolut ion anrl innovative
ideas and practices in an Her-changing society.

0 372

COMPARATIVE EDUCATION

0373

0360

Selected readings in literature of the Western vVorld from ancient times to
the present.

SHAKESPEARE SURVEY

3 semester hours
E.P.S. 4070a (Sec.Ed. 4270)
Stodt

• 8 :00-10 :05 p .111.
. I nvolv_e ment of P:ospective teachers and citizens in discussions of major social
issu es facrng the nat10n from a socio-psychological point of view. Examples are
Academic Freedom and the l'eache1· and Controversial Issues and the Teacher.
Values and attitudes toward such problems questioned, compared and examined
for their effect on classroom teaching, the teacher's ego-inYolYement and interper sonal relationships.

0374

03 75

COMPOSITION I
1000a
1000h
1000c
1000d
1000c
lO00f

3 semester hours
Reicker
Currier
Scotto
Sanders
Bauer
Weinstein

0369
0370
0371

Eng. ]00la
Eng. 1001 b
Eng. 1001<-

8 :00- 9 :20 a.m.

9 :30-10 :50 a.m .
8 :00- 9 :20 a.m.
9 :30-10 :50 a.rn.
11 :00 a.rn.-12 :20 p.m.
" 5 :45- 7 :50 p.m.

9 :30-10 :50 a.rn.
12 :30- l :50 p.111.
• 8 :00-10 :05 p.m.

The continuation of Eng. 1000 with increased attention to critical reading and
analytical writing.
·
" Monday, Tuesday and Thursday evenings.
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Eng. 2220n

3 semester hours
Kennedy

•· 8 :00-10 :05 p.m.

Eng. 2221a

3 semester hours
Bauer

12 :30-1 :50 p .111.

CHILDREN'S LITERATURE
0376

Eng. 250011

3 semester hours
Krueger

11 :00 a .m.-12 :20 p.m.

WORKSHOP IN THEATRE ARTS
6 semester hours
Graduate or U nde rgraduate

I.D. ;3600e ( 510.6::l) Graduate
8 :30 a. m.-12 :30 p.rn.
Burger, Murphy, Turick
0377
Eng. 2615:1 "Cndergraduate
This is an integrated coUJ·se in which students participate in the fo llowing areas of theatrica l production: costume, scenic design, lighting, acting,
and directing.
Included in the cour!"e of study will be a series of lectmes and formal
classes aimed at developing traditiona l and experimental techniqu es in t~e
sever al theatre arts. Ad,·anced work will be required for graduate credit.
Practical workshop experience will be reinforced by field trips. (Limited
to 30 tu dents.)
0184

_1:'he first ~alf of a two semester course developing the student's skill in
wn tmg expository prose and in research.

COMPOSITION II
3 semester hours
Larsen
Holzsch lag
Teran

8 :00-9 :20 a.m.

A survey from the Civil War to World War I with emph asis on Whitman,
Twain, James, Howells, Crane and Dreiser.

Eng. 1000 & 1001 are prerequisites to all other English courses.

Eng.
Eng.
Eng.
Eng.
Eng.
Eng.

3 semester hours
Sanders

AMERICAN LITERATURE FROM 1860 TO 1914

English

0363
0364
0365
0366
0367
0368

Eng. 2215a

AMERICAN LITERATURE TO 1860

" .5 :-1-.'i-7 :50 p.m.

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGICAL ISSUES AND THE AMERI CAN TEACHER
0362

12 :30-1 :50 p.m.

A survey from colonial times to the Civil \Var with emphasis on Franklin,
Cooper, Poe, Emerson, Thoreau and Melville.

URBAN EDUCATION
3 semester hours
E.P.S. 4050a ( Sec.Ed. 4250)
Stodt

3 semester hours
Reicker

An introduction to Shakespeare's comedies, histories and tragedies.

3 semester hours
E.P.S. 4040a (Sec.Ed. 4240)
Wi lliams

9 :30-10 :50 II . Ill.
Education in the United States and in other representati,·e areas of the world
compar ed. Emphasis placed on the foundations of education in their historic,
socio-economic, and political setting.
·

0361

Eng-. 2200a

TWENTIETH CENTURY BRITISH LITERATURE
0378

Eng. 3345a

3 semester hours
Larsen

8 :00-9 :20 a .m.

P rose fictio n, drama, poetry, biography and cr iticism and their connection
with t he dyn amics of the culture.
" Monday, Tuesday and Thursday evenings.
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0379
0380
0381

CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE

DRAWING

3 semester hours

3 semester hours
R. Coon

Eng. :1350a
Eng. 3350b
Eng. 3350c

Fyne
Weinstein

9 :30-10 :50 a.Ill.
11 :00 a.m.-12 :20 p.m.
• 8 :00-10 :05 p.m.

:YI & W, 8 :00-11 :30 a.m.
F.A . l:230a
Materials and methods in drawing, with emphasis on personal vision and
expression. Historic development of style in drawing.

0391

American, English and European literature of the tll'entieth centmy.

ART HISTORY I

3 semester hours
Stotz

ASPECTS OF THE NOVEL

3 semester hours
0382
Holzschlag
11 :00 a.m.-12 :20 p .m.
Eng. 3510a
Such novelists as Joyce, Gide, Kafka, Lawrc11ce, Hemingway, l<-,aulkner and
Woolf, studied in relation to their antecedents in the realistic no,·el of the 19th
century.

8 :00-9 :20 a.m.
F.A. 1700n
Chronological study of iniportant \\' Ol"½S of art from Prehistory to the
Renaissance. Stylistic annl~·si<; ancl companson. Relationship of the art form
to its cultura l setting.

0392

PAINTING I

MODERN DRAMA

3 semester hours
Dolkey
9 :30-10 :20 a.111.
Eng. 3515a
Representative plays of such dramatists as Ibsen, Strindberg, Chekhov, l\Iiller
and Genet, discussed in terms of firm and dramatic structure.

0383

0393
0394

3 semester hours
:\I. Met:>:gr,·
Cornish

0395

LIFE DRAWING
3 seniester hours
Cornish

f.A. J:20Un
F.A. 3:200b
Prerequisite: F.A. 1230.

CHILDREN'S THEATRE
0384

Eng. 3625a

3 semester hours
Teran

" 5 :45-7 :50 p.m.

A tudy of hun1an for111 through drawing from life.
expression of other cultures ancl our oll'n.
Prerequisite: F.A. 1:230.

Theory and practice of theatre for children.
Fine Arts

A single dagger ( t) i. for a three-week course conducted from June 26-J uly
14; a double dagger is for a three-week cour e given from July 17-August 4.
INTRODUCTION TO ART
0385
0386
0387
0388

F.A.
F.A.
F.A.
F.A.

l000a
1000b
1000c
1000d

3 semester houTs
Schwartz
Schwartz
Howe
Hartshorn

F .A. 3:230a

11 :00 a.n1.-12 :20 p.m.
9 :30-10 :50 a.111.
8 :00- 9 :20 a.m.
• 5 :45- 7 :50 p.m.

PHOTOGRAPHY

3 semester hours

3 semester hours
Jajosky
" 6 :30-9 :00 p.m.
Introductory studio course for Fine Arts majors. The structuring of visual
elements. Leading to personal expr ession and artistic awareness. Three-dimensional media will be covered. F.A. 1100 is prerequisite.

J<-,.A . 1101a

" Monday, Tuesday and Thursday evening. ·.
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* 5 :00-8 :00 p.m.
The human form in the

3 semester hours
T & Th, 8 :00-11 :30 a.m .
Pieno
F.A
.
3260,t
0396
:Materials and processe,; in nrnking prints. The first semester surveys metho_ds
in relief, intaglio, lithography and serigraphy, ll'hile the second seniester penmts
exploration according to student's interest.
Prerequisite: F.A. 1230.

DESIGN I

0390

• 8 :00-10 :05 p.m.

PRINTMAKING I

3 semester hours
0389
F.A . 1100a
R. Coon
T & Th, 8 :00-11 :30 a.111.
Introductory studio course for Fine Arts majors. The structuring of visual
elements, leading to personal expr es ion and ar tistic awareness. Deals with the
two-dimensional media.
DESIGN II

:\[ & W, 8 :00-11 :30 a.Ill.

M & W, 9 :00 a.m.-12 :30 p.111.
G. Tice
F.A. 3270a
Basic photography, including exposure, developing, printing, and enlarging.
Historic and contemporary forms in photography.

0397

SCULPTURE I

3 semester hours
0398
F.A. 3300a
Nicolescu
T & Th, 8 :00-11 :30 a.m.
A studio comse in the materials and methods of sculpture, emphasizing indivividual selection and expression. Contemporary styles in sculpture related to
historic forms.
Prerequisite: F .A. 1230, F.A. 1101, or F.A. 3400.
"' Monday, Tuesday anrl Thursday e\'enings.
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CERAMICS I

French

:'l semester hours
0 399

F.A. 3400a

ELEMENTARY FRENCH I

Hartshorn

:\I & 1\', 8 :00-11 :30 a.11 1.
Three-dim ensional fom1 as it relates to t h1~·- Deals "·ith hand-building,
potters wheel, surface !rea t111en t, chemi ca l an d physica l properti es of clay an d
g lazes. Ceramics as an m-t fom1.
JEWELRY I
3 semester hours

F.A. 3430a
Goodwin
2\I & W, 8 :00-11 :30 a .111.
Introductory studio course which explores design and construction in meta l.
Basic forming methods are Co \·ered, as well as methods of r elating other materials
to metal. Jewelry allll metal design as an art forn1 in our O\rn time ancl in
selected historic periods.
Prerequisite: F.A. 1000 or F.A. 1101.

3 semester hours
040 7

t Fr. 1101a (F. L. 1201)

Debly

9 :30 a.111.-l :00 p .n1.

Designed to enable the student to achieve a ready comprehension of_ spoken
Prench, ability to express himself in clear, simple sentences and considerable
ease in reading French. Students seled ing this course must complete 111terrnediate
French in order to obtain fu ll credit.

04 00

ELEMENTARY FRENCH II
0 4 08

!l :30 a. 111.-l :00 p.n1.

INTERMEDIATE FRENCH I

JEWELRY II
3 semester hours
0 4 01

t

3 semester hours
Fr. 1102a ( F.L. 1202 )

3 semester hours

F .A. 3431a

Goodwin
T & Th , 8 :00-11 :30 a.111.
Intermedia te studio co m·se continuing th e work of F.A. 3430. Study of 111ore
advanced techn iques, such as centrifuga l casting, enamelling, electroplating, niello
and lapidary.
Prer equisite: F.A. 343U.

0409

t Fr. ~lOla ( P.L. 2201 )

Bauer

9 :30 a.111.-l :00 p.111.

Designed to expand the student's competence and_fluency in speak~ng, un?erstanding, reading and writing French, and to acquamt ~he student wit? var~ous
aspects of the literature and culture of France. Crecht for gradua tion given
only upon completion of both semesters.
Prer eq uisite : Fr. 1102 or perm iss ion of th P instructor.

WEAVING I
0402

F.A. 3462a

3 semester hours
Markholm

INTERMEDIATE FRENCH II

M & W, 8 :00-11 :30 a.rn.
Studio cour se in the design and production of woven fabrics. Techniques in
the use of primitive, table and floor looms, fiber, color, and draft analysis.
Prer equisite: F.A. 3460.
MODERN ART
3 semester ho ur s

0403

F.A. 3740a

Stotz

11 :00 a.111.-12 :20 p.m.
Important works from the late nineteenth a nd twentieth centuri es in Europe
and the United Rtates. Origin and ernlution of major arti stic deve lopments of
the moder n world.

0 4 10

t

0404
0405
04 06

t },.,_ A. 3910a

t

N. Coon
X. C::oo n
Pierro

F.A. 3910b
F.A. 3910c

Prerequisite: Fr. 2101 or perm iss ion of the instructor.
Spanish

ELEMENTARY SPANISH I
04 11

8 :30-10 :20 a. 111.
8 :30-10 :20 a.m.
'; 5 :45- 7 :05 p.m.

9 :30 a.m.-1 :00 p.m.

Designed to ex pand the student's com p etence and fluen cy in speak\ng, un?erstanding, r eading and writing French, and to acq ua1_nt. the studen~ wit~ varwus
aspects of the li terature and culture of France. Credit for graduatwn given onl:v
up on completion of both semesters .

ART IN EDUCATION

2 semester hours

3 semester hours
Fr. 2102a (F.L. 2202)
Bauer

t

3 semester hours
Sp. 1101a (F.L. 1601)
P ortuondo

9 :30 a.m.-1 :00 p.m.

This course is designed to enable the student to achieve a ready comprehension
of spoken Spanish, an ability to ~xpress himself in c~ear, s~mple sentences and
considerable ease in reading Spamsh. Students selectmg this course must complete intermediate Spanish in order to obtain full cr edit.

WORKSHOP IN THEATRE ARTS
( See English)

ELEMENTARY SPANISH II

Fo re ign Languages

3 semester hours

A single dagger (t) denotes a three- week course conducted from June 26-July
14, a double dagger is for a three-week course from July 17 to August 4.
" Monday, Tuesday and Thursdav e\·en ings.
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0412

t

Sp. 1102a (F.L. 1602)

9 :30 a.m.-1 :00 p.111 .
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History

INTERMEDIATE SPANISH I
3 semester hours
04 13

t Sp. 2101a (F.L. 2601)

J<~dreira

9 :30 a.1n.-l :00 p.111.

D~signed t~ expand th~ _student's.competence and fluency in speaking, understanding, read!ng and wnt~ng Spam_sh and to acq1_1aint ~he student with Spain
and the Spamsh way of life. Credit for graduat10n will he given onlv upon
completion of both semesters.
·
Prerequisite: Sp. 1102 or permission of the instrnctor.
INTERMEDIATE SPANISH II

A single dagger ( t) dl•110I<•~ a three-,,·cek course conducted from June 26 to
July 14: a douhlr dagger (t) (lrnotrs a three-,,·e<'k ('ours<' conducted from July
17 to August 4.

HISTORY OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION I
Hist. 1U3Un
Hist. 1030h
Hist. 103(/<·

0424
0425
0426

3 semester hours
0 4 14

t Sp .

SPANISH AMERICAN NOVEL
3 semester hours
041 5

Rodriguez

Sp. 4415a

9 :30-10 :50 a.Ill.
ll :00 a.111.-12 :20 p.m.
"i5 :45- 7 :50 ]),Ill.

HISTORY OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION II
9 :30 a .111.-1 :00 p.111.

2102a (F.L. 2602)

:3 se1nester hours
Zi111111er
Go ldberg
Lettercse

" fi :45-7 :50 p.m.

A study of the main novelistic currents in Spanish-America from its origins
to the twentieth century. Course conducted in Spanish.
Prerequisite: Sp. 2102 or permission of the instructor.

3 semester hours
0427
0428
0429

Hist . 104Ua
Hist . 1040b
Hist. 1040e

Zi111111er
Goldberg
Lettcresc

11 :00 a.m.-12 :20 p.m.
8 :00- 9 :20 a.111.
,:, 8 :00-10 :05 p.m.

UNITED STATES HISTORY TO 1877
3 semester hours
0430

Health and Physical Education

Hist. 2303a

8 :00-9 :20 a.Ill.

Battista.

UNITED STATES HISTORY, 1877 TO PRESENT

Health Education

3 semester hours

A single dagger ( t) denotes a three-week course conclucted from June 26 to
July 14; a double dagger ( t) denotes a three-week course conducted from J ulv 17
to August 4.
·

0431
0432

Hist. 2304a
Hist. 230-lh

9 :30-10 :50 a.m.
" 8 :00-10 :05 p.m.

Raichlc
Furer

THE HISTORY OF THE BLACK AMERICAN
HEALTHFUL LIVING
2 semester hours
0416
0417

t H. Ed. J 100a
H. Ed. 1100b

Koktish
P ede1-se11

8 :30-10 :20 a.m.
"'8 :00- 9 :20 p.rn .

THE SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY HEALTH PROGRAM
2 semester hours
0418
0419
0420

t H . Ed. 3237a
H. Ed. 3237h
H. Ed. 3237c

Raksa nvi
Zelonis·
Zelonis

11 :00 a.m.-12 :50 p.m.
" 6 :30- 7 :50 p.m.
" 8 :00- 9 :20 p.m.

0433

t Hist. 330i5a

3 semester hours
Battista

9 :30-10 :50 a.m .
Hi st. :1330a
0434
Analysis of the reaction of the American \\'Orking class to the rise of the
industrial state. Exall!ination of the trade union movement and the millenarian
moYements.
Prerequisite: 6 hours of Histor~·THE AMERICAN CITY

3 semester hours

t H. Ed. 4234a

Darden

8 :00-10 :50 a.m.

Physical Education

PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
2 semester hours
0422
0423

t P.Ed . 3511a

t P.Ed.

3511b

Errington
Errington

" Monday, Tuesday and Thursday evenings.
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9 :30 a.m.-12 :20 p.111.

THE LABOR MOVEMENT IN AMERICA

SEX EDUCATION
0421

3 semester hours
Ricr

8 :30-10 :20 a.rn.
8 :30-10 :20 a.m.

3 semester hours
0435

Hist. 4361a

Furer

"' 5 :45-7 :50 p .111.

The growth of urb an America, beginning with the colonial seaports through
the twentieth century, including the spread of industrialization, transportation
and communication. The impact of the city 01, American culture. Present day
problems - race relations, the population explosion, the rise of suburbia, and
the development of megalopolis.
Prerequisite: 6 hours of History.
'' Monday, Tues<lay and Thursrlay e,·ening·s.

71

AMERICAN FOREIGN AFFAIRS I:
3 semester hours
0436

Hist. 4365a

:\layer

PRINCIPLES, METHODS, AND CURRICULUM IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS
EDUCATION

1775-1899
11 :UO a.n1.-12 :20 p.111.

A basic suney of An1er1can <liplomatic hi story to 1899 dealing with the
formation and implementat10n of Amencan foreign policy ,vith a view to its
effect on the world situation a nd don1estic developments.
Prerequisite: H ist. 2303-2304.

·1

semester hours
Snyder

11 :00 a.m.-1 :00 p.m.
04-41
The studv of acceptetl industrial arts cuniculu m ancl teaching pra ctices used
i11 th e publir schools of Xt>w ,JPr~p>··
Drafting a ml D esign

HISTORY OF LATIN AMERICA FROM 1825 TO PRESENT
3 semester hours
0437

Hist. 4382a

Buchanan

'' 8 :00-10 :05 p.n1.

An historical survey of the peoples and cultures of Latin Amerira beginning
with the wars of independence and concluding with the ro le of Latin Amer ica in
the present day.
Prerequisite: 6 hours of Histor>'·
PHILOSOPHY, SCIENCE AND CIVILIZATION II: THE MODERN
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL IMPACT ON CULTURE
3 semester hours
0438

t Hi st. 4882a

Didsbury

11 :00 a.n1.-l :50 p.m.

A comparative study of the impact of modern science and technology upon
'Western Christian, Far Eastern, I slamic a nd Hindu Civilizations, showing their
uniform, varied a nd unsettling effects upon trad it iona l cul tura l patterns and
ideals.
Prerequisite: 6 hours of Histor.v.
Industrial Studies

A single dagger ( t) denotes a three-week course conducted from June 26 to
July 14; a double dagger (+) denotes a threr-week course conducted from July
17 to August 4.
Courses for Non-Departmenta l :\Iajors.
INDUSTRIAL ARTS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING
3 semester hours

* 6 :00-9 :45 p.111.
Clinton
T. S . 3:20-b
0442
Exploration of thr ha ~ic intor11iation concerning _th_e commonly used ma!erials
of construction and the custonllH:V n1PthoclE of comb1111 ng them 111 the erectwn of
buildings .
Prrrequisitl': I.S . 2201.
Woocls

MACHINE WOODWORKING

3 semester hours
7 :00-8 :50 a.m.
Van Nest
I.S. :2:lOla
0443
The development of skills, techniques and procedures in safely using and
maintaining woodworking machines, both stationary and portable.
Prerequisite: LS. 1300.
CONTEMPORARY FURNITURE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
3 semester hours
'' 6 :00-9 :45 p.m .
Thatcher
I. S. Z..J.306a

0444
To fam ili ar ize the student:; 1vith the design and construction techniques in the
eonte111porary furniture indu~try. Th!' <>om·sp will include layout procedures as
,veil as jig and fixture te<>hniques.
Metals

3 semester hours
0439

I. S . 4002a

ELEMENTS OF METALWORKING

9 :30-10 :50 a.Ill.

Early childhood majors develop an understa ndillg of the role of industria l
arts in early childhood education . Experience gained in using sui table tools and
materials and in developing activities for th e nursery school kind ergarten and
first three grades.
·
'
Professional

PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES OF TEACHING INDUSTRIAL ARTS
EDUCATION

2 semester hours
0440
11 :00 a.m.-1 :00 p.m.
t I.S. 4102a
Snyder
Patterns of organization, class management, teaching methods and lesson
planning are of primary concern. An opportun ity to r ecognize and analyze t he
many problems of teaching industrial arts will be provided . .
" Monday, Tuesday and Thursday evenings.
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2 semester hours
" 6 :00-9 :20 p.rn.
I.S . 1400a
0445
Introductory units in the ar eas of foundr y, sheet metal fabrication, machine
operation, fo r ging and heat treating with emphasis p laced on project design,
effective laboratory practice and craftsmanship.
Electronics

ELEMENTS OF ELECTRONICS

2 semester hours
Cokewood

0
' 6 :00-9 :20 p.m.
I. S. 1500a
0446
Technology of electronics through exam ination of its most basic concepts and
fundamenta ls. L aborator y units allow the student to apply learnings, conduct
quantitative measurements, gain experience in using electronic test instrum ents,
and develop ability to write effective technical reports.

'' Monday, Tuesday and Thurslla:v evening~.
73

P ower

CONSTR UCTION AND US E OF AUDI O-VISUA L MATERIAL
ELEMENTS OF POWER

2 semester hours
0 447

l.S. 1700a

:\lcLennand

* 6 :00-9 ::20 p.111.

_ _Introduction to the inflne11res o~ power 111ec:hanies on c:011te111porm·)· industria l
society. Laborator)· u111ts rnelude rnternal and externa l eo111hustio11 t•1w ines and
fluid poll'er.
,...

:{ semrster hours
r.s. -19u1n
9 :30-10 :50 a.m.
Pro,·idrs an ,1\rnrencss o[ lhl' rnlues of audio-Yisual materials and of the
l'Onsicleralions im·oh·ed in c:onslruding· such material. 1<_:;mphasis is placed on the
va riety of 111aterial arni lahle fo l' 11n<lio-Yisual purposes and of their application
in instrnctional situations.

0449

Mathematics

NUMBER THEORY IN ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS
:l semester hours

0450
0451
0452

:\fath. l0lla
Mat h. 1011h
:\lath. l 0l1r

Levine
Lt;,·inr

8 :00- 9 :20 a.m.
9 :30-10 :50 a.Ill .
• 8 :00-10 :05 p.m.

ELEMENTARY NUMBER SYSTEMS
:-l semester hours
0453
0454

:\[ath. 101-!a
:\lath. 1014h

Hothersall
Il othersa ll

8 :00- 9 :20 a.m.
11 :00 a.ni.-12 :20 p.111.

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
:=i semester hours

0455

:\lath. l 0l t3a

Lipson
'' 5 :45-7 :50 p.m.
Graphic treatment of data: mean, median, mode; variance, standard deviation,
and con-elation. )[on-parametric techniques such as chi-square and rho are
included.
COLLEGE ALGEBRA AND TRIGONOMETRY

;3 semester hours

9 :30-10 :50 a.Ill.
Kinsella
Systems of equations and inequa lities are soh-ed by using of the axioms of the
Real Number system, matrices and determinants, and elementary theory of
equation . The properties of the c:omplex numbers, mathematical induction, and
the Binomial Theorem are also studied. Algebraic, logarithmic, exponential and
tr igonometric functions are examined with emphasis on trigonometric identities
and trigonometric analysis.
Prerequ isite: 3 years of ~eeondar)· school mathematics.

0456

Compre he nsive

ANALYTI C GEOMETRY
DESIGN FUNDAMENTALS

:1
0448

I.S. :3200a

emester hours
Clinton

7 :00-8 :50 a.111.

An inv~sti~ation ~f the basic aspects and the traditional concepts of design
and of then· 1mph cat10n to contemporary design.
Prerequisite: I.S. 1200, 1300, HOO, 1600.
" Monday, Tuesda>· and Thursday r,·enings.
7-!

3 semester hours
Math. 1053a
Kinsella
11 :00 a.m.-12 :20 p.m.
Study of alg-ebraic representations of points, lines and conic sections.
Transformations, polar coordinates, pan1111etric representations, solid analytic
geometry.
Prer equisite: Math 10,52 or 3½ years of secondary school mathematics.
0457

" Monday, Tuesday and Thursday e,·ening-s.
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ELEMENTARY SCHOOL MUSIC EDUCATION

CALCULUS I

2 semester hours
\ \'. Pl'ire

3 semester hours

0458

l\Iath. 2411a

Krantz

" .') :4-5-7 :50 p.111.

The meaning and use of the derivative and differential, re lated to algebraic
functions are stu died. The concepts of function, limits, continuity and the derivative, sequences and their limits are also presented. Application of the derivative includes the tangent and normal to the curve, an d the pro blems in maxim um
and minimum.
Prerequisite: ::\[ath. 2408 or equ iva lent or permiss ion of instructor.

04-68

POST SUMMER SESS ION:

8 :30-10 ;2() a.Ill.

MUSIC EDUCATION INSTITUTE

( St> P rmg e 48)

Philosophy

PHILOSOPHY
Computer Science

3 semester hours

PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURES OF ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING

3 semest er hours

0459

.. 5 :45-7 :50 p .111.

Keenoy

Math. 1932a

Stern

Phil. 1010a (10-!0}
Phi l. 1010h
Phil. 1010,·

0469
0470
0471

Sitc!H1a11

8 :00- 9 :20 a.m.
11 :00 a..m.-12 :20 p.m.
* fi :45- 7 :50 p.rn .

P r erequisite: ::\lath. 1931 or 3993.
SOCIAL AND POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY

0460

MATHEMATICAL LOGIC

3 semester hours

3 semester hours

( Alternate option for Phil. 1010)

Krantz

Math . 3155a (4155)

'' 8 :00-10 :05 p.111.

Logic provides the mathematician with the manner for judging simple and
compound statements. Recent developments in computers p lace heavy stress
u pon the u nderstanding of the tools of logic. Cour se includes Statement Calculus
and Predicate Calculus, as well as their applications.
Prerequisite: Math. 2412 or permission of the instructor .

0472

Phil. 2210a (2010)

Sitelman

" 8 :00-10 :05 p.m.

The nature of the good society; the justification and cr~ticism of social_ institutions as ll"ell ns proposals for their reconstructLOn, a critique of t~e basic moral
assuniptions underlying rnrious pol1t1cal doctr111es and an analysis of concepts
li ke !all", natural !all".
LANGUAGE AND LOGIC

Music

3 semester h ours

A single dagger ( t) denotes a three-week co urse conducted from June 26 to
July 14; a double dagger (:t:) denotes a three-week course conducted from July
17 to August 4.

(Alt ernate option for Phil. 1010)

0473

Phi l. 2310a (2020)

Fethe

9 :30-10 :50 a.m .

Definition all(] fa llacies; the elements of clas8ical and modern logic; scientific
theory and induction.

MUSIC SURVEY

3 semester hours

0461
0462
0463

Mus. lOOUn
::\1us. 1000h
:Mus. JOOOc

Huber
Grace
Feldman

9 :30-10 :50 a.m.
11 :00 a.,n.-12 :20 p.m.
" 8 :00-10 :05 p.m.

MUSIC FUNDAMENTALS

3 semester hours

0464
0465
0466

::\Iu~. 1U5Ua
Mus. 1050h
::\Ius. J Oi"i0<"

Gracr
Zimmer
Vol pc

9 :30-10 :50 H.lll.
11 :00 a.m.-12 :20 p.111.
'' 5 :45- 7 :50 p.m.

Music Education

EARLY CHILDHOOD MUSIC EDUCATION

2 semester hours

0467

Zim111er

" Monday, Tuesday and Thul'sday e1·enings.
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8 ::30-10 :20 a.Ill.

PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION
( Alternate option for Phil. 1010)

3 semester hours
12 :30-1 :50 p.m.
Fethe
Phil. 2410a ( 2040)
04 74
The philosoph ical basis of the niajor western religions_. Attentioi: is given to
traditional proofs of God's existence, the problem of evil, the relation between
science and religion, and the significance of contemporary Death-of-Goel theology.
Political Science
lNTRODUCTION TO POLITICAL SCIENCE I : ELEMENTS OF POLITICS

3 semester h ours
04-75
Pol. Sci. 1010a
Ross
" 5.45-7 :50 p.m.
The concepts, ter minology, p r oblems and analytical approaches of the field of
political science.
'' Monday, Tuesday an<l Thursday eYe11ings.

77

INTRODUCTION TO POLITICAL SCIENCE II : POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS

PSYCHOLOGICAL STATISTICS

3 semester hours

0476

Pol. Sci. 1020a

3 semester hours

[srae l

S :00-9 :20 a.111.
. The study of prevailing political institutions in th e ,rorlrl today, their 1lv11m111cs as they relate to the governing process.
·

0489

P sy. 3200a (3000)

}~raunfelker

'' 5 :45-7 :50 p.m.

An introduction to the statistical procedures by which small and large groups
of data are treated described and analyzed, including interpretations and assump t ions of correlation, probability and hypothesis testing, and ch i square.

AMERICAN GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS

3 semester houl'S

THEORIES OF LEARNING AND MOTIVATION

0477
Pol. Sci. 2100a
Kahn
11 :00 ,t.111.-12 :20 p.111.
The basic political principles and patterns in the American tradition. A conceptual framework provides the base for exa111ining the role of "'o,·ern111e11t
constituti~nalism, federalism, civil rights, political processes and the cha ngind
relat10nsh1ps between the "levels" and " branches" of government.

3 semester hours

0490

P sy. 3310a ( 3010)

" 8 :00-10 :05 p.m.

:.Iorclli

l\Iajor concepts and theories of learning and motive-incentive conditions:
Pavlov, Thorndike, Guthrie, Skinner, Hull, Tolman, mathematical models of
learnin g, motives, needs, drivc•s, instincts.

AMERICAN POLITICAL THEORY
THEORIES OF PERSONALITY

3 semester hours

0478

Pol. 8ci. :l2i50a

" 8 :00-10 :05 p.111.
The_ central doctrinal de,·elopments in American politica l theory, from prere,·?lut1011ary begmnmgs to rnrious contemporary positions, important ideological
pos1t10ns, both orthodox and critical. The influence of theory on practice.
Prerequisites: Pol. ::ici. 1010 and 1020.

0491

P sy. 3320a (3020)

3 semester hours
Ra111C'nfeld

8 :00-9 :20 a.m .

The major systematized conceptu alizations of perso~iality; ~sychoan~lytic and
neo-psychoanalytic theories, personologies, typologies, trait the01'les, fi_eld
th eories, learning-based theories, factor theories, and phenomenologrnal t heones.

Psychology

ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY
Ps ychology 1000 is 1,re re q1tisi t e to a ll oth e r cmir,u•s

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

0-492

3 semester hours

0479
0480
0481

Psy. 1000a
Psy. 1000b
Psy. 1000c

:.Iercer
M. Harris
:.I. Harris

11 :00 a.111.-12 :20 p.m.
8 :00- 9 :20 [Lill.
9 :30-10 :50 a.m.
~n. int:·oduction to the study of human behavior and a foundation for later
spe?1al1~at10n_ m psychology. Perception and sensation, cognition, learning, motivat10n, mtelhgence, and personality.

P sy. 3540a ( 30-lO)

3 semester hours
Sa1neufeld

9 :30-10 :50 a .m.

Deviant and disordered behavior and experience, its overt manifestations a.nd
its underlying psychological, biolog ical, and social meaning.
UNDERSTANDING SELF AND OTHERS

3 semester hours

0493

P sy. 3550a (3050)

Stern

11 :00 a.m .-12 :20 p.m.

The implications of psychological theories and r esearch for individual
development and adjustment.

CHILD PSYCHOLOGY

3 semester hours

0482
0483
0484

Psy. 2100a ( 200())
Psy. 2100b
Psy. 2100c

Stern
Ka111ell
Fraunfelker

12 :30- 1 :50 p.111.
11 :00 u.111.-12 :20 p.111.
"8 :00-10 :05 p.m.

PSYCHOLOGY OF ADOLESCENCE

3 semester hours

0485
0486
0487
0488

Psy.
Psy.
Psy.
Psy.

2110a (2010)
2110h
2]10c
2110d

~- Harris
DiSah-i
Kamell
IIubsch111itt

" Monday, Tuesday and Thursda.v evenings.
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11 :00 a.111.-12 :20 p.m.
9 :30-10 :50 a.Ill.
8 :00- 9 :20 a .m.
,, 8 :00-10 :05 p.111.

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY

0494
0495

Psy. 3630a (3030)
Psy. 3630h

3 semester hours
DiSalvi
~forell i

8 :00-9 :20 a. m.
'" 5 :45-7 :50 p .m.

The social influences on individual beh avior an d exp erience: how the thoughts,
feelings and actions of individuals are influenced by the presence of other persons and by the com plex social stimuli which sun·ound them.

" Monday, Tuesday and Thursday evenings.
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Sociology and Anthropology ; Social Welfare

METHODS OF SOCIAL WELFARE
:~ semester hours

Sociology

PRINCIPLES OF SOCIOLOGY

0506

3 semester hours
0496
Soc. 1000a (1100)
Sugg
S :00- 9 :20 a.111.
0497
Soc. 1000b
Hutchinson
9 :30-10 :50 a.m.
0498
Sor. 1000c
'' 8 :00-10 :05 p.rn.
0499
Soc. 1000d
:.\Iolinaro
'' 5 :45- 7 :iiO p.m.
An analysis and application of the basic concepts and research methods of
sociology. Cul ture, community, group behavior, institutions and society are
treated.

:.\Ietrey

11 :00 a.m.-12 :20 p.rn.

Examinat ion of the nwjnr 111ethods of social intervention with individua!s,
groups, and conmrnnities, \\'ith forus on the nilues, eth ics anc~ skills of _the soci~l
work profession. Ca.-r ana l~1 s1~ all(] ohserrnt10n of helprng techrnques a1e
utilized.
Prerequisite: t:,.1\'. 290!1.

FIELD COURSE IN ARCHEOLOGY
6 semester hours (undrrgraduate)

CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY

3 semester hours
0500
Soc. 1800a (1110)
Walker
9 :30-10 :50 a.111.
By means of reading and discussions, students exam ine the structures and
functions of the culture systems of both simple and co111plex societies, employing
the methods and concepts of a nthropology.

0501

S.1Y. :-3950a ( 3110)

SOCIOLOGY OF THE FAMILY
3 semester hours
Soc. 2100a (2200)
Walker

8 :00-9 :20 a.111.
. Analysis of sociological factors in 111arriage and the family in modern society,
with cross-cultura l comparisons.
Prerequisite : Sociology or anthropology or permission of instructor.
RACIAL AND CULTURAL MINORITIES

Offered in cooperation \\' ith Seton Hall University
The student group \\'ill dig; liYc in tents along the Delaware R iver from
June 26 through August 4. Dr. Herbert C. Kraft, Professor of Anthropology at Seton Hall University, South Orange, N_ew Jer~ey, and Areheologist for the United States Nation~! Park Service is m chargr of t he
course, and applications should be rhrected to him.
Cost of the rourse is ii200, including tuition, but not food.

Special Education

A single dagger ( t) is for a three-week course conducted from J une 26-J uly 14.
A doub le dagger (t) is for a three-week course given fro111 J uly 17-August 4.

3 semester hours
0502

Soc. 2300a (2:iOO)

INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATION OF THE HANDICAPPED

*5:45-7:50p.n1.

A sociological investigation of the value systems of Americans as revealed in
a study of social conflicts and accommodations based on human differences in
race, nationality, religion, income, sex and age.
P r erequisite: sociology or anthropology or permission of instructor.

3 semester hours
0507
0508

Soc. 2700a
Soc. 2700b

3 semester hours
Sugg
Molinaro

11 :00 a.m .-12 :20 p.m.
" 8 :00-10 :05 p.m.

American _s?ciety is treated_ as a social system whose basic ideology and values
produce conditions defined by its members as social problems. Emphasis is given
to the nature, causes of and solutions to social problems.
Prerequisite: sociology or anthropology or permission of instructor.
Social Welfare

0509

t Sp. Ed. 2U52a
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9 :30 a.m.-12 :20 p .m.
9 :30 a.rn.-12 :20 p .m.

3 semester hours
Haff!~,

9 :30 a.m.-12 :20 p.m.

INTRODUCTION TO MENTAL RETARDATION

3 semester hours
0510
05ll

Sp. Ed. 215-!a
t Sp. Ed. 2154-b

INTRODUCTION TO SOCIAL WELFARE

3 semester hours
0505
S.W. WOOa (2010)
Metrey
8 :00-9 :20 a.m.
An historical ov~rview of the so~ietal patterns of dealing with man's social
problems, from ancient to modern tunes, as reflections of changing values institutions, and philosophies.
.
'
Prerequisite: Soc. 1000 or permission of instructor.
" Monday, Tuesday and Thursday evenings.

Gens
Berson

Eel . 20?)1 h

INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY OF THE HANDICAPPED

SOCIAL PROBLEMS : GENERAL SURVEY
0503
0504

t Sp. Ed. 2051a

+Sp.

Berson

12 :30- 1 :50 p.rn.
8 :30-11 :20 a.m.

SPEECH CORRECTION

3 semester hours
Gens
9 :30 a.m.-12 :20 p.m.
Ed. 2251a
An orientation course for all classroom teachers and the basic course for
speech and hearing majors. It present~ _an introduction to the field of_ speech
pathology with emphasis on the r ecogmt10n and treatment of speech disorders
in school children.

0512

+Sp.
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INTRODUCTION TO ARTS AND CRAFTS FOR MENTALLY RETARDED

PSYCHOLOGY OF COMMUNICATION

:3 sen1ester hours
9 ::30-10 :;)0 a.Ill.
Sp. Ed. 2255a
A study of the linguistic and psychological bases of the speech and hearingprocesses. The ontagenetic and phylogenetic de,·elop1nent of speech as a communication tool. Implications for the stud:v of speed1 in psychology, semantics,
and thought.

0513

ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF THE EAR AND SPEECH MECHANISM
3 sen1ester hour:;
0514

Sp. Ed. 2260a

Schian·tti

3 semestl'r hours
11 :00 a.m.-12 :20 p.111.
Sp . Ed. 415b
J\Ieaningful :incl interesti ng n1:111ual activities for s_e quential skill d:velor.ment.
Projects arP with woorl, !rather, plastics, meta l, rera1111cs, basketry, ca1dboa1d and
we::1ving.
Prerequisite: :-,p. Ed. ~ll:'i I.

0519

INSTITUTE FOR TEACHERS OF THE TRAINABLE MENTALLY RETARDED
(.See

11<1{!.P

.'>5)

'' :) :45-7 ::)0 p.n1.

A study of the basic structur es and functions of the auditory and speech
mechanisms. Application of such stud.v is 1nade to the fielrl of aucliology and
speech pathology.

Educational Psychology
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

3 semester hours
INTRODUCTION TO CURRICULUM BUILDING FOR THE
MENTALLY RETARDED
0515

Sp. Ed. :315:3a

:3 sen1estc>r hours
Haffly

8 :00-9 :20 a .m.

The philosopy and principles of eurri culum clrvelopment and analysis of
various approaches.
Prerequisite: Sp. l!.:d. 2154.
INTRODUCTION TO MATERIALS AND METHODS FOR
TEACHING TRAINABLE AND EDUCABLE MENTALLY RETARDED
5 semester hours

Ed.
Ed.
Ed.
Erl.

0520
0521
0522
0523

Psy.
Psy.
Psy.
P,-_\·.

:3S0la ( 3501)
3801h
3801c
3801 cl

Larghi
Larghi
Fanelli

Stwlent Pe rsonnel Services

GUIDANCE
:J se111~ter hours
0524

Acla111s

R.P .R. 4900.i

8 :00-10 :20 a.Ill .
Sp. Ed. 3154a
Emphasis on the construction of programs which will adequately correlate
skill subjects with the core of interest, emphasizing subject-time allotments, and
subject spacing in programs for educable and trainable mentally retarded children. The evaluation and use of all records. Curricular materials, used to teach
mentally handicapped children at various levels, selected and con1piled.
Prerequi site: Sp. Ed. 2051, 2154.

0516

TEACHING LANGUAGE TO THE DEAF AND HARD OF HEARING

3 semester hours
8 :00-9 :20 a.111.
VanAtta
Sp. Ed. 3252a
A review of auditory cognition ancl language development. Principles :ind
methods of teaching language to persons having communication disorders anil
auditory deficits. This course meets requirements for certification in the area of
teaching the deaf and hard of hearing, and is of particular value to teachers of
the mentally retarded who have faulty language development.

0517

ORIENTATION IN PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING

3 semester hours
9 :30-10 :50 a.m.
Sp. Ed. 4053a
An overview of clinical tests. An introduction to the way tests are constructed and validated. Practice in the ad ministration of a few tests under
supervision to provide familiarity with the behavior of individuals, especially the
mentally handicapped, in test situations.
• :Monday, Tuesday and Thursday even ings.

0518

82

] 1 :00 a.rn.-12 :20 p.m.
9 :30-10 :50 a.m.
8 :00- 9 :20 a.m .
" 8 :00-10 :05 p.111.

" Monday, Tuesday anrl Thursday even ings.
83

8 :00-9 :20

:l.111.

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

OFF-CAMPUS CENTERS

INTERSESSION - BOONTON

While most intersession an d su111111 cr <:lasses arc offered on the L'nion Campus,
a number of courses will be g-iYcn at off-camp us centers in :\Iorris and :.Ionniouth
Counti es. The courses offfc'recl i11 these centers a re listerl below.

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

FUNDAMENTALS OF CATALOGING AND CLASSIFICATION

3 semester hours
Kutt C'roff

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1111 1111 111111

L.S. E:2010a (:dlO0)

9702

INTERSESSION- BOONTON
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 111111

::-J0-8 :00

;j

p.lll.

R eading

THE TEA CHING OF READI NG IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
3 semester hours

Registration for the BOOKTON TOWKSHIP CA:tlIPUS in tersession
courses will be held at the new location on Rockawa y Va lley Road, Boonton Township (Aircraft Radio C011)oration faciliti es):
4: 00-5: 30
1: 30-4: 30
3:30-7:30
3: 30-5: 30

Advance Regi stration -··-·-·-···· F•·iday, May 19
Open Registration . ··· ·-········ Wednesday, May 24
Thursday, May 25
Late Regi stration __________________Tuesday, May 30
S 1udellls may also register for summ e r courses
tion .

Oil

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

9703

Shertzer

C.S. E3-!00a (R clg. Eel. 3101 )

5 :30-8 :00 p.m.

Media Technology

MEDIA AND TECHNOLOGY
:l semester hours
9704

Merlo

C.S. F,.:J.700n ( El. Erl. -HOJ)

;'j

::10-8 :00

J),lll ,

all but La le re gistra-

Intersess ion classes will meet from Ma:v 30 through June 22, Monday
through Thursday evenings.
Students registering at the Boonton Township Camp us must pay tuition a nd fees by check, hank draft or money order drawn to the order of
Kewark State College. A $5 late fee will be charged for those r egisteringon or after May 30. There will be a $5 fee for any cha nge of prog:ran1.
Also, a separate $3 building services fee drawn to the order of the B oonton
Township Campus Curriculum Fund will be collected at the time of
registrat ion.

Early Childhood Education
CHILDREN'S LITERATURE IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
•J

9705

KC'. K -l ltJO n

sen1ester hour:
Libri zzi

7 :-10-9 :20 p.lll .

Educational Arts and Systems
MATHEMATICS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

3 semester hours
9706

E.A.S. E31:20a (:,lath . i,;,1. 3301)

Laratena

:"i ::30-8 :00 p.m.

SOCIAL STUDIES IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

UNDERGRADUATE COURSES

3 semester hours

no1
Th e course d escriplioll appears only al the first lislillg in thi s catalog of all y
c·ourse either in intersession or summ.P1· sessioll, Pre re quisites, whe re indicate d ,
are always include d within the course d escriptions .
Under the d e partme ntal reorganization , courses now liste d under Communication Sciences, Educational Arts and Systems and Educational Policy
Sciences show the ir form e r numbers ill pare ntheses .

Resnick

E.A.S. E4140a ( S.S. Ed. 4:201)

1:2 :15-2 :45

]),Ill.

Educa tional Policy Sciences
SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGI CAL ISS UES AND THE AMERICAN TEACHER

:3 semester hours
9708

Bill ings

E.P.S. E.:J.U70a (Sec. Ed. 4:270)

f°J

:30-8 :00

]).lll.

Communication Sciences
Fine Arts

Library

ART IN EDUCATION

INTROD UCTION TO SCHOOL LIBRARY SERVICE

2 semester hours

3 semester hours
9701

L.S. E2000a

Nichols
84

12 :15-2 :45 p.m.

9709

Popp

F .A . E3910a
85

7 :40-9 :20 p .m.

SUMMER SESSION-BOONTON

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

INTERSESSION - BOONTON
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Registration for the BOON'TOK TOWNSHIP CA:\1PUS surn111er
cour ses "·ill be hel<l at the new loc-ation on Rockaway Valley Road, Boonton
Tmrnship ( Aircraft Ra<lio Corporation farilities) :
Open Registration __ _ ... __ Wednesday, June 21
l:30-4 :30p.m.
Thursday, June 22
3:30-7:30 p.m.
Late Registration _
_____ Monday, June 26
3: 30-5: 30 p.m.

Health and Physical Educa tion
He alth Education

ALCOHOL AND NARCOTICS EDUCATION

2 se111ester houl's
9710

H. Ed. E4333a

Festa

:i :00-6 :-W p.111.

Physical Education

PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

2 sen1ester hours
9711

P. Ed. E3511a

Errington

5 :00-6 :40 p.111.

Music
MUSIC FUNDAMENTALS

3 semester hours
9712

Mus. El050a

:\Ion tgo III er~·

12 :15-2 :4:"i p.111.

Special Education
INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY OF THE HANDICAPPED

Day courses for the su111111er ,;ession at the Boonton Township Carnpus
are scheduled for either three or six weeks. All courses listed below are for
six weeks un less thP~· m·e prec-<'decl hy daggers before their nu111hers.
A single dag-ger ( t) denotes a three week course conducted fro111 Monday,
June 26 to Friday, July 14; a. double dagger ( t) is for a. three week course
fro111 Monday, July 17 to 1<-,rida~·, August 4. A ll day courses for Boonton
will 111eet Mondays through Fridays unless otherwise noted.
All sun1111er even ing cour ses at the Boonton Township Cai11pus are
scheduled for six weeks fro111 June 26 to August 4, and will meet :\Ionday,
Tuesday and Thursday unless ot herwise indicated.
Students registering at the Boonton Township Ca111pus 11rnst pay
tuition a nd fees hy check, hank draft or 111oney order drawn to the order
of N e1cark State College. A $5 late fee will be char ged for those r egistering
on or after June 26. There will he a $.1 fee for any change of program.
Also, a separate $3 IJ11ilcling serrices fel' drawn to the order of the
Boonton Townsl1ip C11111 p11.s C11rric11l11m Fund will be collected at the time
of rPgistration.

3 se111ester hours
9713

Sp. Ed. E2052a

5 :30-8 :00 p.111.

UNDERGRADUATE COURSES

INTRODUCTION TO CURRICULUM BUILDING FOR THE
MENTALLY RETARDED

3 semester hours
9714

Sp. Ed. E3153a

5 :30-8 :00 p.111.

Under the ,lepartme nlal r eorganization, courses now listed umler Comm.unicatio11 Scie11t:es, Educational A rts ancl Syste m s and Educational Potier
Sciences show the ir form. e r number s in parentheses .

Educational Psychology

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
9715

3 semester hours
Ed. Psy. E380la ( 3501)

The course clescriptiorr appears o,,t,· at the first listirrg in this catalog o f arrr
course ei ther in irrtersession or summ er session. Prer e quisites, where i,ulicatNl ,
are always include ,l within the course d escription s .

Communications Sciences

9 :00-11 :30 a.Ill.

Library

0701

BASIC REFERENCE AND BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SERVI CES I
3 semester hours
9 :00-11 :50 a.m.
t L.S. E3000a (3201 )
Han1111aren

0702

BASIC REFERENCE AND BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SERVICES II
3 semester hour s
9 :00-11 :50 a.m.
Han1mare11
t L.S. E3010a (3202)

0703

BOOK SELECTION FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE
3 semester hours
L.S. E4010a (4300)
Anzul
" 5 :45-7 :50 p.m.

" Monday, Tuesday and Thursday evenings.

86

87

SUMMER SESSION-BOONTON

SUMMER SESSION-BOONTON
Reading

English

MODERN DRAMA

THE TEACHING OF READING IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

3 semester hours

3 ::;emester hours
0704

t C.S. E3400a (Rdg. Eel. :3101)

Hanle~,

9 :00-11 :50

/I.Ill.

ADVANCED READING TECHNIQUES

Fine Arts

3 semester hours
0705

+C.S.

INTRODUCTION TO ART
9 :00-11 :50

E4-!00a (Hdg. Eel. -!102)

3 semester hours

fl . Ill.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND THE EARLY CHILDHOOD CURRICULUM I

6 semester hours

Health and Physical Education

HEALTHFUL LIVING

]).lll.

2 semester hours

Earth and Plane tary Environment s

9 :00-10 :50 a.m.

0714

Astronomy

COSMIC ENVIRONMENTS

Physical Education

PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

4 semester hours
0707

E.S. EllOOb

Ko,rnlski

'' f> :45-10 :05 p .m.

0715

Geology

SOLID EARTH ENVIRONMENTS

t P. Ed. E3511n

0716

Educational Arts and Systems

ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM AND METHODOLOGY

E.A.S. E3100a (El. Ed. 3001)

t :\Ins.

3 semester hours
Volpe

F,J OOOa

9 :00-Jl :50 a.111.

Psychology

3 semester hours
0709

9 :00-10 :50 a.m.

MUSIC SURVEY

] 2 noon-2 :50 p.m.

Hami lton

E.S. El200a

2 semester hours
Zweid ing-er

Music

4 semester hours
0708

"' 8 :00-10 :05 p.m.

Health E,lucation

,:, fi :45-10 :05

KaYanagh

E.C. E320Ua

Xicolescu

:F'.A. ElOOOa

0713

Early Childhood Education

0706

" i"i :45-7 :50 p.m.

Eng. E::l515a

0712

Psy. 1000 is 1>rereq1tisite to all other Psychology courses

Pooler

" 8 :00-10 :05 p.m .

SCIENCE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY
3 semester hours
0717

V. LiBrizzi

Psy. EJOOOa

"fi :45-7 :50 p.m.

3 semester hours
0710

+E.A.S .

E::ll30a ( Sci . Ed. 3402)

Richardson

9 :00-11 :50 a.m.

SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY

3 semester hours

Educational Policy Sciences

0718

EDUCATION AND SOCIAL CHANGE

3 semester hours
0711

E .P.S. E-!030a ( SPc. Ed. 4230)

88

Flynn

* 8 :00-10 :05 p.rn.

Special Education

Welch

" 8 :00-10 :05 p.m.

To help the educator understand his role as a change-agent, the main theories
of change, resu lting from inYentions, reforms, reYolu tions and utopias are
examined. Special attention gi,·en to the problem of resistance to needed educational and social innovations.

* Monday, Tuesday and Thursday evenings.

P sy. E3630a (3030)

INTRODUCTION TO ARTS AND CRAFTS FOR THE
MENTALLY RETARDED

3 semester hours
0719

+Sp.

9 :00-11 :50 a.m .

Ed. E415la

''' Monday, Tuesday an d Thursday evenings.

89
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INTERSESSION-NEPTUNE CENTER
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Registration for the NEPTUNE CENTER intersession courses will be
held at Neptune High School, Springdale Avenue, Neptune:
Open Registration ________________ Wednesday, May 17
4: 00-5: 30 p.m.
Late Registration ________________ Tuesday, May 30
4: 00-5: 30 p.m.

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

INTERSESSION-NEPTUNE
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Early Childhood Education
EARLY CHILDHOOD MUSIC EDUCATION
(See Music)

PLAY AND RHYTHM ACTIVITIES IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
(SeP Ph ysical E,lucation)

Students may also register for 5ummer courses on May 17.

Intersession classes will meet from May 30 through June 22, l\Ionday
through Thursday evenings.
Students registering at the Neptune Center must pay tuition and fees
by check, bank draft, or money order drawn to the order of Newark State
College. A $5 late fee will be charged for those registering on May 30.
There will be a $5 fee for any change of p r ogram. Also a separate $3
building services fee drawn to the order of the Monmouth County Department of Education will be collected at the time of registration.

Educational Arts and Systems
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CURRICULUM AND METHODOLOGY

3 semester hours
Corrie

E./1.S. E310011 (El. Ed. 3001)

9754

i5 :30-8 :00 p.m.

MATHEMATICS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

3 semester hours

KA.R. F.3120h ( Math. Ed. 3301)

9755

UNDERGRADUATE COURSES

P. Kavett

5 :30-8 :00 p.rn.

SCIENCE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

3 semest er hours
The course description appears only at tlte first listing in this catalog of any
course either in intersession or sununer session. Prerequisites, where i,ulicated,
are always included within tlte course descriptions.
Under the departmental r eorganization, courses now listed under Communication Sciences, Educational Arts and Systems and Educational Policy
Sciences show their former numbers in parentheses.

Library

3 semester hours
E.P .S. E4Ul0a (Sec. Ed. 4210)

L.S. E3000a (3201)

3 semester hours

Zucaro

5 :30-8 :00 p.m.

Reading Education

Attler

9758

5 :30-8 :00 p.m.

Health and Physical Education

THE TEACHING OF READING IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Physical Education

3 semester hours

C.S. E3400b (Rdg. Eel. 3101)

PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Kayser

5 :30-8 :00 p.m.

READING DISABILITIES
9753

5 :30-8 :00 p.111.

CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE

3 semester hours

9752

Pitt

English

BASIC REFERENCE AND BIBLIOGRAPHICAL SERVICES I
9751

fi :30-8 :00 p.m.

Educational Policy Sciences
HISTORY OF EDUCATION
9757

Communication Sciences

:\fitchell

E.A.S. F.3130:i ( Sci. Erl. :l402)

9756

2 semester hours
C.S. J<j4402a (Rdg. Ed. 4104)

Deal
5 :00-6 :40 p.m.
Adaptation to individual needs is stressed. Attention is focused on the
neurological, physical, mental and emotional aspects which may impede learning.
Reading problems of individual children are diagnosed and remediated.
Prerequisit~: C.S. 4400 (Rclg. Eel. 4102) .

90

2 semester hours
9759
9760

Dubay
Dubay

P. Ed. E35llh
P. Eel. E35llc

5 :00-6 :40 p.m.
7 :00-8 :40 p.m .

PLAY AND RHYTHM ACTIVITIES IN EARLY CHILDHOOD
EDUCATION

2 semester hours
9761

O'Donnell

P . Ed . E3621a

91

7 :00-8 :40

p.111.

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

SUMMER SESSION-NEPTUNE

INTERSESSION-NEPTUNE
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

History

Registration for the .\"'EPTI"XE CENTER sum111 er courses will he held
at Neptune High School, i-3pringdale AYenue, ~ eptune:

UNITED STATES HISTORY, 1877 TO PRESENT

3 semester hours
9762

Hi st. E2::!0-fo

Buchanan

;j

:::10-8 :00

p.111.

Mathematics

ELEMENTARY NUMBER SYSTEMS

3 se111ester h<,urs
9763

Math. El014a

H effern

!5 :30-8 :OU p.m.

Music

4: 00-5: 30 p.m.
8:00-9 :00 a.m.

Open R e gi stration _ . ______ __ Wednesday, June 7
Late Regi stration __ _______ _____ Monday, June 26

Sum111er sessiou com·ses at the .\"' eptune Center are sche<lule,l to meet
days fo r th e three-week period from June 26 to .July 14.
Students r egistering at the Neptune Center must p ay tuition and fees
by check, han k draft, or money order drmn1 to the order of N ewarl,; State
College . A $5 late fee will be charged for those registering on June 26.
There will he a $5 fee fo r any cha nge of program. Also a separ ate $3
building sere ices fee drawn to the order of the Momn out/1 County T) pµar lment of Ed11r{ltio11 will hp collected Ht thP timP of r egistration.

MUSIC FUNDAMENTALS

3 semester hours
9764

:\fus. El050h

Henon

:i :30-8 :00

EARLY CHILDHOOD MUSIC EDUCATION

The course d escription appears only at the first listing in this catalog of any
course either in intersession or summer session. Prere qui~ites, where indicatPd,
are always include d within the course d escription s .

2 semester hours
Mus. E2305a

9765

UNDERGRADUATE COURSES

p.111.

5 :00-6 :40

p.!11.

Philosophy

Under the d e partme ntal reorganization , courses now listed under Co1nmu11ication Sciences , Educational A rts a11<l Systems and Educational Policy
Sciences show their formp1 • numbers iu parPutheses,

PHILOSOPHY
9766

3 semester hours
Phil. El0l0a (1040)

Communication Sciences

5 :30-8 :00 p.111.

Library

FUNDAMENTALS OF CATALOGING AND CLASSIFICATION

Special Education

INTRODUCTION TO CURRICULUM BUILDING FOR THE
MENTALLY RETARDED

0751

3 semester hours
L.S. R2010a ( 2100)
iVeiss

10 :00 a.m.-12 :50 p.m.

3 semester hours
9767

5 :30-8 :00

p.lll.

Reading

ADVANCED READING TECHNIQUES

Educational Psychology

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

0752

3 semester hours
9768

3 semester hours
C.S. E440Ub (Rclg. Eel . 4102)
Saari

Prerequisite: C.S. 3400.

J<!d . P~y. J..:380lh (3501)

5 :30-8 :00 p .111.

Student Personnel Services

GUIDANCE
9769

3 semester hours
S.P.S. E4900a (See. Ed . 4:290)
!l2

Parker

5 :30-8 :00

[).Ill.

93

10 :00 a.m.-12 :50 p.111.

SUMMER SESSION-NEPTUNE

SUMMER SESSION-NEPTUNE
English

Early Childhood Education

CHILDREN'S LITERATURE

GUIDING EARLY CHILDHOOD TEACHERS TO WORK WITH
CHILDREN FROM MINORITY CULTURES

3 semester hours
0753

;l

semester hours
8 :00-10 :fl0

1.:ng·. E2500a

0760

ll.lll .

E.C. E4210a

8 :00-10 :50 a.m.
Designed to help qualify teache1·s for day-care centers, pre-kindergartens or
pre-school progrnms with emphasis on: the special kind of experiences needed
by cultura lly disadvantagecl children from urban core, poverty rural or migrant
backgrounds; activities that promote creativity, enrichment and Jllotivation for
laiet· academ ic success; problen1s of personal identification or self-worth and
social adaptability; the relationships between parents, school specialists and
communi ty workers. Includes primary grades.
ART IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Fine Arts
ART IN EDUCATION
2 semester hours

F.A. 1•'. :39llla

0761

R:00-9:50a.lll.

ART IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

3 semester hours
RavP

0762

10 :00 a.111.-12 :fl0 p.111.

(See Fine Arts)

Health and Physica l Education
Health Education

Educational Arts and Systems

HEALTHFUL LIVING

ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM AND METHODOLOGY
0754

3 semester hours
E.A .S. E3100b (El. Eel. 3001)
Col'l'i e

10 :00 a.m.-12 :50 p.m.

H. Ed. EllOOh

0763

2 semester hours
Horkhurnc

8 :00-9 :.50 a.m .

Ph ysical E,lucation

ENGLISH IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
0755

3 semester hours
E.A.S. E3110a (Rdg. Ed. 3102)

PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
2 semc~ter hours

Gatti

8 :00-10 :50 a.m.

MATHEMATICS IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
0756

3 semester hours
E.A.S. E3120a (:.\fath. Ed. 3301 )

0764

Music
MUSIC SURVEY

P . Kavett

8 :00-10 :50 a.m.

0765

SCIENCE IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
0757

3 semester hour
~'.. A.S. E3Hl!h ( Sri. Erl. 3402)

\f us. EJOOOh

3 semester hours
llen-0 11

Psy. 1000 is f)r erequisite to all other P syc hology courses.

3 semester hours
J<j. A.S. E4140a (S.S. Ed. 4201)
Stager

PSYCHOLOGY OF ADOLESCENCE
0766

3 semester hours
Zito
Ps~'- E2ll0a (2010)

10 :00 a.m.-12 :50 p.m.

Educational Policy Sciences
INTRODUCTION TO EDUCATION
;l semester hours
0759

KP .S. E2000a (Src. Ed. 2250)
94

10 :00 a.m.-12 :50 p.m.

Psychology

10 :00 a.m.-12 :50 p .m.

SOCIAL STUDIES IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
0758

8 :00-!l :50 a.m.

lfrsn ick

P. Ed. E:3fll1 b

Wolff

10 :00 a. m.-12 :50 p.m.
95

] 0 :00 a.m.-12 :50 p.m.
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..
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Special Education
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Special Edu cation
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.
. .
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. . . Library Science
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. . . . Music
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Political Science
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Early Childhood Edu ca tion
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..
... .
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. . Library Science
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. ... . Music
. Early Childhood Education
Communication Sciences
. .... . Health Educa tion
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. Earth and Planetary Environments
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. Library Science
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. . Educational Psychology
..........
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... Educational Arts and S ystems
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.. Health Education
. Edu.cational Arts and Systems
. . Fine Arts
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Siegel, Martin , Ph.D.
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Snyder, Vance B., Ed.D.
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DIRECTIONS TO THE UNION CAMPUS

MAP OF THE UNION CAMPUS

·-- - -

OA[EN

From US ROUTE 22:
A
EASTBOUND : Drive under
Parkway, turn right onto Route 82 East.
Continue toward Elizabeth. Campus is
within 2 miles .
B - WESTBOUND : Drive under
Parkway . keep right and follow signs to
Elizabeth . Turn right on Morris Avenue .

LANE

ATHLETI C

\

FIELOS

From GARDEN STATE PARKWAY :

PA,U I N G

C - NORTHBOUND: Leave Parkway at
Exit 140 onto Route 22 East. Turn right
onto Route 82 East.
D - SOUTHBOUND : Leave Parkway at
Exit 140-A onto Route 22 West . Turn
right onto Route 82 East.

=

6

....~

"'"

From US ROUTES 1-9:

E- NORTHBOUND : Enter Elizabeth and
turn left through traffic circle onto Route
439 West (Elmora Avenue) . Continue to
Morris Avenue (Route 82) . Campus is
on the left.
F - SOUTHBOUND : Enter Elizabeth .
Follow signs to North Avenue . Turn right
onto North Avenue (Route 439 ) and
continue to Route 82 (Morris Avenue) .
Turn right. Campus is on left.
From NEW JERSEY TURNPIKE:

G - NORTHBOUND : Leave Turnpike at
Exit 11 for Garden State Parkway,
North . Leave Parkway at Exit 140 onto
Route 22 East. Turn right onto Route 82
East.
H - SOUTHBOUND : Leave Turnpike at
Exit 14 for Routes 1-9 , South . Enter
Elizabeth . Follow signs to North Avenue.
Turn right onto North Avenue (Route
439) and continue to Route 82 (Morris
Avenue ). Turn right. Campus is on left.

r
\

By TRAIN:

The PENN-CENTRAL STATION at
Elizabeth is 2 miles from Campus by bus
or taxi.

G

By BUS:

PUBLIC SERVICE #8 between Elizabeth
and Springfield passes the Campus on
Morris Avenue .
ELIZABETH - UNION - HILLSIDE IRVINGTON #6 between Elizabeth and
Irvington Center passes the Campus on
Morris Avenue .
SOMERSET BUS CO . #143 between
Plainfield and Times Square . New York
stops at Salem Road and Morris
Avenue .

10:2

The Union Campus lies at the
crossroads of New Jersey , with the
Garden State Parkway, the New Jersey
Turnpike , Routes 1-9 and Route 22 just
minutes away . The College's 120-acre
wooded campus is situated on the
southwest side of Morris Avenue (Route
82) in Union on the Elizabeth city line.

PAl'tklNG
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